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Editors from China, Japan, R.O.Korea, TCA, Vietnam, US and Unicode 
Consortium met during IRG#42. Representatives of SAT attended the 
meetings. The editorial group discussed the CJK_F2 and other issues as 
below. 
 
 

1. CJK_F2 Review 
Reference:  
 IRGN2018 (CJK_F2v2.0) Consolidated Comments 
 China responses (2 parts) 
 Japan responses 
 ROK responses (7 parts) 
 SAT responses (2 parts) 

All documents are numbered under IRGN2017. 
 
The editors reviewed responses/explanations from China, Japan, ROK and SAT, and their 
corresponding comments. Comments without responses were not reviewed, thus the 
corresponding characters will be moved into next version of “Postponed Character List” of 
CJK_F2.  
 
All responses are classified into 4 types: 
a) Unifications and Radicals 
b) Evidences and Glyphs/Fonts 
c) Resubmission of Postponed and withdrawn characters 
All responses were discussed and concluded. The conclusions were recorded in related documents 
(documents of consolidate comments and documents of responses), response without records 
mean that they were accepted by the editors. For details, see appendix. 
 
Comments on Stroke Counts and First Stroke were not discussed. The editors instruct the IRG 
Chief Editor to check and fix all these errors, and reflect them in next version of CJK_F2. 
 
The editors set the review schedule of CJK_F2v3.0 as below: 
 2014-12-26: IRG members’ chief editors send updated fonts (reviewed during IRG#43) to the 

IRG Chief Editor 



 2015-01-16: IRG Chief Editor distributes draft data file (Excel) of CJK_F2v3.0 to IRG 
members’ chief editors. 

 2015-01-23: IRG members’ chief editors send feedbacks to the IRG Chief Editor. 
 2015-01-30: IRG Chief Editor distributes CJK_F2v3.0. 
 2015-04-03: IRG members’ chief editors submit review comments to IRG Chief Editor. 
 2015-04-17: IRG Chief Editor distributes draft consolidated comments. 
 2015-04-24: I IRG members’ chief editors send feedbacks to IRG Chief Editor. 
 2015-04-30: IRG Chief Editor distributes consolidated comments.  
 2015-05-29: IRG members’ chief editors send responses and lists of updated fonts (never 

reviewed) to the IRG Rapporteur. 
 
 

2. UCV and NUC Review 
Reference:  
 IRGN2019 (UCV List) HK Feedback 
 IRGN2019 (UCV List) Suzuki Feedback 
The editors reviewed HK and Suzuki’s Feedback on IRGN2019 (UCV List). 
 

3. ROK Horizontal Extension 
Reference:  
 IRGN2034 ROK Horizontal Extension Proposal 
The editors reviewed IRGN2034 and noticed that ROK requested a horizontal extension of 152 
characters. All the editors are required to review these characters and give feedback. 
 

4. Unification and Other Errors of Encoded Characters 
Reference:  
 IRGN2013 (IRG42 Miscellaneous Report) TCA Feedback 
 IRGN2048 U+3E02 unification issue 
The editors reviewed possible unification and other errors listed in IRGN2013 and IRGN2048. 

The editors are required to give feedback for discussion at IRG#44. 

 

5. Presentation 
Reference: 
 IRGN2038 Supporting Chinese Character Variants in Hong Kong Through Ideographic 

Variation Sequence 
 IRGN2026 Developing & Deploying The World's First Open Source Pan-CJK Typeface 

Family  
 IRGN 2047 Source Han Sans Glyph Table 
Dr. Lu Qian and Dr. Ken Lunde presented IRGN2038, IRGN 2026 and IRGN2047 to all editors. 
 

Appendix: 
Discussion record of IRGN2018 (CJK_F2v2.0) Consolidated Comments. 
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Appendix of IRGN2043 
Editorial Disscustion on CJK_F2, IRG#43 

 
NOTE 

 
All CJK_F2 comments on SCs and FSs were not discussed during 
IRG#43. They will be checked by the IRG Chief Editor respectively. 
 
All discussions are recorded in 5 files. The 5 files are original comments 
and/or responses with “conclusion”s. In these 5 files, the characters 
without responses or "conclusion"s were not discussed during IRG#43, 
they will be postponed in next version of CJK_F2. The characters with 
"conclusion"s will be processed in next version of CJK_F2 as concluded. 
The characters with responses but without "conclusion"s mean that they 
were accepted during IRG#43, and will be kept in next version of 
CJK_F2. 
 
For original and all responses, find them under IRGN2018 on IRG web 
site. 
 

 File 1: 
IRGN2043Appendix1_DiscussionRecord_Unifications&Radicals.pdf 
All discussions on Unifications and Radical Changes are recorded in a 
separate file. The file has a separate table for Unifications and a 
separate table for Radical changes. 

 File 2: IRGN2043Appendix2_DiscussionRecord_KR_Resp2c.pdf 
Explanations on ROK evidences. The characters with responses but 
without "conclusion"s mean that they were accepted during IRG#43, 
and will be kept in next version of CJK_F2. 

 File 3: IRGN2043Appendix3_DiscussionRecord_KR_Resp3b.pdf 
Resubmision of postponed ROK characters. The characters with 
responses but without "conclusion"s mean that they were accepted 
during IRG#43, and will be kept in next version of CJK_F2. 

 File 4: IRGN2043Appendix4_DiscussionRecord_KR_Resp4.pdf 
Resubmision of withdrawn ROK characters. The characters with 
responses but without "conclusion"s mean that they were accepted 
during IRG#43, and will be kept in next version of CJK_F2. 

 File 5: IRGN2043Appendix5_DiscussionRecord_ChinaEvidences.pdf 
Explanations on China evidences. The characters with responses but 
without "conclusion"s mean that they were accepted during IRG#43, 
and will be kept in next version of CJK_F2. 
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Additional Information: 
 
About J responses: 
1. All discussions on unifications and radical changes are recorded in the 

File 1. 
2. All other responses were accepted by the editoial meeting during 

IRG#43. 
 
About ROK responses: 
1. All discussions on unifications and radical changes are recorded in the 

File 1. 
2. All other resoponses were accetpted or discussions were recoded in the 

File 2, 3 and 4. 
 
About G responses: 
1. All discussions on unifications and radical changes are recorded in the 

File 1. 
2. Discussions related to evidences were recorded in the File 5. 
 
About SAT responses: 
1. All discussions on unifications and radical changes are recorded in the 

File 1. 
2. All responses on evidences were accepted. 
3. All withdrawing and postponing of SAT characters were accepted. 
 
End. 
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Appendix of IRGN2043 
Editorial Disscustion on CJK_F2, IRG#43 

UNIFICATIONS & RADICALS 
 

 
Table 1: Unifications and Duplications 

SN1 Image1 SN2 Image2 Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 
01645 

 

JMJ-057259 

u+21577 

 

Unific

ation

   J/SAT 

01652 

 

JMJ-057265 

01655 

 

JMJ-057267 

Unific

ation

  

 

K, 

J/SAT 

J: Japan agrees unification 

01878 

 

JMJ-057337 

u+21a0b 

 

Unific

ation

   J/SAT 

J: Japan agrees unification 
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SN1 Image1 SN2 Image2 Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 
02038 

 

JMJ-057374 

02039 

 

JMJ-057375 

Unific

ation

   J/SAT 

J: Japan disagrees on this unification. When these glyphs are components, it is acceptable to unify them. But the difference is too significant to unify when 
they are stand-alone characters. 

02905 

 

JMJ-057568 

㨾 

(U+03A3E)  

Unific

ation

See UCV#296    J/SAT 

02995 

 

JMJ-037178 

u+22eac 

 

Unific

ation

   J/SAT 

J: Japan agrees unification 

03010 

 

JMJ-057581 

u+06534 

 

Unific

ation

   J/SAT 

03105 

 

U+23106 

 

Unific

ation 

Annex S.1.5.i: Addition or 

omission of a minor stroke

 H 

J: Japan agrees unification 
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SN1 Image1 SN2 Image2 Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 
03214 

 

JMJ-057672 

u+066ff Unific

ation

   J/SAT 

03466 

 

JMJ-057728 

査 

(U+067FB)  

Unific

ation

   J/SAT 

J: Japan agrees unification 

03630 

 

U+71D3 

 

Unific

ation 

Annex S.1.5.i: Addition or 

omission of a minor stroke

 H 

03695 

 

U+2C155 

(Ext. E) 

 

Unific

ation 

Annex S.1.5.i: Addition or 

omission of a minor stroke

 H 

J: Japan agrees unification 

03710 

 

JMJ-057880 

u+238b8 

 

Unific

ation

   J/SAT 

J: Japan agrees unification 
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SN1 Image1 SN2 Image2 Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 
03738 

 

JMJ-038677 

u+23969 

 

Unific

ation

 unify 03737 

JMJ057894.irg40. 

J/SAT 

J: Japan agrees unification 

04483 

 

Z_SAT03262 

u+072d8 

 

Unific

ation

   J/SAT 

Conclusion: disunify 

04541 

 

G_CY0651, 

Z_SAT01647 

u+7398 

u+248F1 

 

Unific

ation

UCV#121 unify 04542, irg40. J/SAT 

G: not unify. Because of non-cognate. 

SAT: disunify 

04543 

 

U+2869D 

 

Unific

ation 

IWDS#252 

 

 H 
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SN1 Image1 SN2 Image2 Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 
SAT: postpone 

04546 

 

U+24907 

 
Unific

ation 

IWDS#8 

 

 H 

K: No unification. 
The reading of U+24907 is 'Gi (기)’ and the reading of SN 04546 is 'Yo (요)'. Two are different chars. 

Used for a personal name. 
04586 

 

U+2C36F 

(Ext. E) 

 

Unific

ation 

  H 

Conclusion: unify 

04587 

 

Z_SAT60215 

u+2499b 

 

Unific

ation

    H, 

J/SAT 

SAT: unify 

04629 

 

Z_SAT01405 

04641 

 

Z_SAT03320 

Unific

ation

 J/SAT: unify 

04626, which is 

postponed for 

source checking, 

irg40. 

CJKF:04641 font 

modified, irg40. 

H, 

J/SAT 

SAT: postpone 
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SN1 Image1 SN2 Image2 Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 
04659 

 

Z_SAT05461 

U+24ADD

 

Unific

ation

   J/SAT 

SAT: postpone 

04677 

 

Z_SAT03299 

U+2C3A9

 

Unific

ation

H: Annex S.1.5.b: 

Differences in overshoot 

at the stroke initiation 

and/or termination 

  H, 

J/SAT 

SAT: postpone 

04706 

 

U+2C3BE(

Ext. E) 
 

Unific

ation 

Annex S.1.5.i: Addition or 

omission of a minor stroke

 H 

J: Japan agrees unification 

04712 

 

KA-KC02690 

U+20C2C 

 

Unific

ation

H: Annex S.1.5.b: 

Differences in overshoot 

at the stroke initiation 

and/or termination 

  H, 

J/SAT 
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SN1 Image1 SN2 Image2 Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 
K: withdraw.  

SN 04712 is a variant of當. 

SN 04712 and U+20C2C are different chars.  

 

04751 

 

U+23AF9 

 

Unific

ation 

IWDS#182  H 

SAT: postpone 

04775 

 

U+24CF9 

 

Unific

ation 

Annex S.1.5.i: Addition or 

omission of a minor stroke

 H 
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SN1 Image1 SN2 Image2 Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 
K: No unification.  

U+24CF9 is a variant of雷. SN 04775 is a variant of '虺'.  Two are different chars. 

04784 

 

G_CY2324 

U+24D19 

 

Unific

ation

UCV#361   J/SAT 

G: not unify 

04789 

 

U+24D21 

 

Unific

ation 

Annex S.1.5.i: Addition or 

omission of a minor stroke

 H 

J: Japan agrees unification of this specific case such that some componet is on the 疋 /龰 

04797 

 

U+3F8C 

 

Unific

ation 

IWDS #222 

 

 H 
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SN1 Image1 SN2 Image2 Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 

J: Japan disagrees on this unification. Japan expects this case is out of scpe of UCV#222. This case is similar to the disunification of U+2DD4F 
from 英, in CJK F1 

 

04798 

 

U+24D6C

 

 

Unific

ation 

Annex S.1.5.i: Addition or 

omission of a minor stroke

 H 

SAT: postpone 

04820 

 

Z_SAT02951 

U+7636 

 

Unific

ation

H: Annex S.1.5.i: Addition 

or omission of a minor 

stroke 

  H, 

J/SAT 

SAT: postpone 

04825 

 

Z_SAT02827 

U+24EEF 

 

Unific

ation

   J/SAT 

SAT: unify 
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SN1 Image1 SN2 Image2 Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 
04830 

 

04836 

 

Unific

ation 

Annex S.1.5.i: Addition or 

omission of a minor stroke

 H 

SAT: unify 

04870 

 

Z_SAT90116 

U+2713C 

 

Unific

ation

UCV#202a   J/SAT 

SAT: postpone 

04880 

 

Z_SAT00100 

04886 

 

Z_SAT03182 

Unific

ation

H: Annex S.1.5.i: 

Addition or omission of a 

minor stroke 

  H, 

J/SAT 

SAT: unify 

04893 

 

Z_SAT60074 

08456 

 

JMJ-059275 

Unific

ation

   J/SAT 

J: Japan agrees unification. Waiting for SAT's comment. 
Conclusion: keep J character, postpone SAT character. 
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SN1 Image1 SN2 Image2 Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 
04967 

 

Z_SAT60228 

U+5177 Unific

ation

J/SAT: UCV#139a ? 

H: Annex S.1.5.i: 

Addition or omission of a 

minor stroke 

  J/SAT 

SAT: unify 

04967 

 

U+72CA 

  

Unific

ation 

Annex S.1.5.i: Addition or 

omission of a minor stroke

 H 

05004 

 

Z_SAT08586 

𥆳 

(U+251B3)
 

Unific

ation

    J/SAT 

SAT: postpone 

05017 

 

U+776A 

 

Unific

ation 

Annex S.1.5.i: Addition or 

omission of a minor stroke

 H 

05021 

 

U+25206 

 

Unific

ation 

IWDS#118  H 

SAT: unify 

05028 

 

Z_SAT04763 

U+25231 

 

Unific

ation

H: Annex S.1.5.i: 

Addition or omission of a 

minor stroke 

  H, 

J/SAT 
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SN1 Image1 SN2 Image2 Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 
SAT: postpone 

05037 

 

U+25241 

 

Unific

ation 

Annex S.1.5.i: Addition or 

omission of a minor stroke

 H 

J: Japan disagrees on this unification. The difference of glyph shapes is significant. If Hong Kong thinks this variations are popular, please submit the 
evidences for the reconsideration. 

05057 

 

KA-KC06557 

矒 

(U+077D2)  

Unific

ation

   J/SAT 

K: No unification. U+077D: 目 ,  

KA-KC06557: 且   conclusion: disunify 

05276 

 

JMJ-043117 

U+26994 

 

Unific

ation

H: IWDS#169   H, 

J/SAT 

J: Japan agrees unification 
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SN1 Image1 SN2 Image2 Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 
05316 

 

JMJ-059990 

U+07A3D Unific

ation

   J/SAT 

J: Japan agrees unification  
Conclusion: first time unification for components 大 and 尤. 

05363 

 

Z_SAT02323 

05365 

 

KA-KC05515 

Unific

ation

   H, 

J/SAT 

K: Unify. 
SAT: unify 

05363 

 

U+2592D 

 

Unific

ation 

H: Annex S.1.5.b: 

Differences in overshoot 

at the stroke initiation 

and/or termination 

 H, 

J/SAT 

SAT: disunify 

Examples for disunification: 
U+6265 vs U+6258 
U+2A420 vs U+2A41E 
U+23C83 vs U+6C51 
U+2419A vs U+7079 
U+2796B vs U+8A17 
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SN1 Image1 SN2 Image2 Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 
05365 

 

U+2592D 

 

Unific

ation 

H: Annex S.1.5.b: 

Differences in overshoot 

at the stroke initiation 

and/or termination 

 H, 

J/SAT 

K: No unification.  
The reading of SN 05365is “Heui(회)”.  It is used for a personal name. 

𥤭( U+2592D) is a variant of窀(U+07A80) and its areading is “Dun (둔) in Korea; zhūn, tún in China”. 

 
See 《中华字海》. 

 

 
 

05382 

 

KA-KC03123 

u+259c4 

 

Unific

ation

shape variation of 亀？   J/SAT 

K: No unification.  

Both U+259C4 and SN 05382are variants of '竈(U+07AC8). 

One component is different:  口 (SN 05382) vs. 田 (U+259C4). 
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SN1 Image1 SN2 Image2 Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 
05389 

 

U+7AB3 

 

Unific

ation 

Annex S.1.5.i: Addition or 

omission of a minor stroke

 H 

SAT: disunify. Different shapes. 

05446 

 

U+25AF4 

 

Unific

ation 

Annex S.1.5.i: Addition or 

omission of a minor stroke

 H 

SAT: postpone 

05447 

 

JMJ-058259 

u+25b03 

 

Unific

ation

   H, 

J/SAT 

J: Japan agrees unification 

05449 

 

KA-KC03165 

u+2c535 

 

 

Unific

ation

H: IWDS#252 

 

  H, 

J/SAT 

K: No unification.  

 SN 05449 is a Korean-style variant of 筭(U+7B6D)'. 

Conclusion: ROK withdraws 

05450 

 

05445 

 

unific
ation

  G, T, H, K 
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SN1 Image1 SN2 Image2 Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 
K: Unify. 

05451 

 

Z_SAT06321 

7B10/7B0E

/25AF0  

 

 

Unific

ation

   J/SAT 

SAT: unify to U+7B10 

Conclusion: disunify 

05453 

 

Z_SAT05469 

u+2c539, 

u+25b12 

 

 

Unific

ation

   J/SAT 

SAT: postpone 

05460 

 

Z_SAT02123 

u+07b6c Unific

ation

   J/SAT 

SAT: disunify 
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SN1 Image1 SN2 Image2 Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 
05464 

 

U+7B64 

 

Unific

ation 

Annex S.1.5.i: Addition or 

omission of a minor stroke  H 

K: No unification.  

A component is different: 艮( ) in SN 05462 and 良( ) in U+6B64. 

Two are different chars and have different readings. 
05477 

 

05496 

 

Unific

ation 

Annex S.1.5.i: Addition or 

omission of a minor stroke  H 

SAT: postpone 
05477 

 

U+7B85 

 

Unific

ation 

IWDS#74 

 

 H 

05493 

 

U+7BE6 

 

Unific

ation 

Annex S.1.5.i: Addition or 

omission of a minor stroke  H 

J: Japan agrees unification 
05550 

 

05552 

 

Unific

ation 

 

 
K, H, T, J, 

SAT 

05605 

 

05616 

 

Unific

ation 

Annex S.1.5.i: Addition or 

omission of a minor stroke

 H 
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SN1 Image1 SN2 Image2 Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 
SAT: postpone 

05664 

 

U+2C5B4 

(Ext. E) 
 

Unific

ation 

  H 

SAT: postpone 

05672 

 

Z_SAT03669 

u+25f89 

 

Unific

ation

   J/SAT 

SAT: postpone 

05684 

 

U+7D94 

 

Unific

ation 

Annex S.1.5.i: Addition or 

omission of a minor stroke

 H 

05695 

 

U+7D72 

 

Unific

ation 

Annex S.1.5.i: Addition or 

omission of a minor stroke

 H 

J: Japan disagree on this unification. The difference of glyph shapes is significant. There are existing disunifications like 𡈫(U+2122B):𡈱(U+21231),

𨘺(U+2863A):𨙂(U+28642),𨷴 (U+28DF4):𨷸(U+28DF8), they should be dealt as mistakenly disunified pairs? 

Conclusion: postpone 
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SN1 Image1 SN2 Image2 Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 
05734 

 

JMJ-058323 

𦃋 

(U+260CB)
 

Unific

ation

   J/SAT 

J: Japan agrees unification 

05800 

 

Z_SAT04474 

缾 

(U+07F3E)

Unific

ation

IWDS#390 

 

  H, 

J/SAT 

SAT: unify 

05854 

 

JMJ-058346 

00695 

 

KA-KC04854(CJKF1) 

Unific

ation

JMJ-058346 should be 

dropped from CJK F2 

  J/SAT 

J: Japan agrees unification 
K: KR had difficulty understanding the comment. 

Two chars can be unifed. 

Conclusion: J character is unifiable to 00695 in F1. Japan decides to drop this submission. 
05932 

 

U+26539 

 

Unific

ation 

IWDS#127 

 

 H 

05934 

 

Z_SAT05241 

U+26536 

 

Unific

ation

see UCV#123   J/SAT 
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SN1 Image1 SN2 Image2 Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 
SAT: postpone 

05970 
 

U+43DE 
unific
ation

  H, G 

SAT: postponte 

05979 

 

Z_SAT80107 

U+812B 

 

Unific

ation

UCV#290    J/SAT 

SAT: postpone 

05989 

 

G_ZJW01946 

U+8178 

 

Unific

ation

   J/SAT 

G: not unify 

05997 

 

Z_SAT04158 

U+8156 

 

Unific

ation

IWDS#186 

 

  H, 

J/SAT 

SAT: postpone. Examples for disunification: 
U+5AA1 vs U+5A3B 
U+581C vs U+57EC 
U+6704 vs U+233E 
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SN1 Image1 SN2 Image2 Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 
06068 

 

Z_SAT60301 

U+8201 

 

Unific

ation

   J/SAT 

SAT: disunify 

Conclusion: unify 

06102 

 

Z_SAT05571 

U+26A0C

 

Unific

ation

UCV#123   J/SAT 

SAT: disunify 

Conclusion: postpone 

06129 

 

U+826E 

 

Unific

ation 

IWDS#199  H 

06134 

 

Z_SAT09006 

00021 

 

JMJ-046311(CJKF1) 

Unific

ation

Z_SAT09006 should be 

dropped because it can be 

unified JMJ-046311 

(CJKF1:00021) 

 J/SAT 

SAT: postpone 
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SN1 Image1 SN2 Image2 Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 
06135 

 

U+26B04 

 

Unific

ation 

IWDS#106

 H, T, J, SAT 

SAT: unify 
06142 

 

Z_SAT04282 

U+8301 

 

Unific

ation

   H, 

J/SAT 

SAT: disunify 

06144 

 

JMJ-058446 

𦬳 

(U+26B33)
 

Unific

ation

   J/SAT 

J: Japan agrees unification 

06158 

 

U+26C23 

 

Unific

ation 

Annex S.1.5.i: Addition or 

omission of a minor stroke

 H 

SAT: disunify 

Conclusion: postpone 

06165 

 

Z_SAT04519 

� 

(U+2C72E)

 

Unific

ation

H: IWDS#152   H, 

J/SAT 
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SN1 Image1 SN2 Image2 Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 
SAT: unify 

06178 

 

KA-KC05639 

U+26BDC

 

Unific

ation

H: IWDS#222 

 

  H, 

J/SAT 

K: Unify. 
postpone 
06180 

 

U+839D 

 

Unific

ation 

IWDS#72 

 

 H 

J: Japan disagrees on this unification. Japan expects this case is out of scpe of UCV#72. Can JMJ-058476 be unified to U+2C73B ?  
Conclusion: 06180 be unified to U+2C73B. 
06182 

 

U+26BCC

 

Unific

ation 

Annex S.1.5.b: 

Differences in overshoot 

at the stroke initiation 

and/or termination 

 H 

J: Japan agrees unification 

06186 

 

U+2B207 

 

Unific

ation 

IWDS#141  H 

SAT: postpone 
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SN1 Image1 SN2 Image2 Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 
06199 

 

Z_SAT02863 

U+26BE7 

 

Unific

ation

H: IWDS#62   H, 

J/SAT 

SAT: unify 

06200 

 

G_CY3027 

U+8394 

 

Unific

ation

H: Annex S.1.5.i: Addition 

or omission of a minor 

stroke 

  H, 

J/SAT 

G: unify 

06209 

 

Z_SAT05559 

𦲮 

(U+26CAE

)  

Unific

ation

H: IWDS#119   H, 

J/SAT 

SAT: unify 

06224 

 

U+2B7D2

 

Unific

ation 

Annex S.1.5.i: Addition or 

omission of a minor stroke

 H 

J: Japan disagrees on this unification. They are non-cognate characters and the difference of glyph shapes is significant. There are existing disunifications 

like; 亲(U+4EB2): 𣐽(U+2343D), 新(U+65B0):𣂺(U+230BA), 親(U+89AA):𧡿(U+2787F), 㜪(U+372A):𡣎(U+218CE) If Hong Kong thinks such 

variations are popular, please submit the evidence. 
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SN1 Image1 SN2 Image2 Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 
06233 

 

U+26D83 

 

Unific

ation 

Annex S.1.5.i: Addition or 

omission of a minor stroke

 H 

SAT: disunify, Examples for disunification: 
U+24C1E vs U+5351 
U+754F vs U+200BD 
Conclusion: postpone 
06280 

 

U+84DE 

 

Unific

ation 

IWDS#36  H 

SAT: unify 

06296 

 

KA-KC06719 

𦸰 

(U+26E30)
 

Unific

ation

   J/SAT 

K: Unify. 
06303 

 

Z_SAT00059 

U+26E6C 

 

Unific

ation

   J/SAT 

SAT: unify 
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SN1 Image1 SN2 Image2 Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 
06366 

 

Z_SAT01330 

01265 

 

JMJ-057199(CJKF1) 

Unific

ation

Z_SAT01330 should be 

dropped from CJK F2 

  J/SAT 

SAT: unify 

06423 

 

Z_SAT02247 

06451 

 

Z_SAT00754 

Unific

ation

    J/SAT 

SAT: postpone 

06550 
 

06561 
 

Unific
ation

  K 

SAT: disunify 

06772 

 

Z_SAT90145 

u+25980 

 

Unific

ation

Request evidence for 

Z_SAT90145 because 

couldn't find in the 

submitted document. 

 J/SAT 

SAT: disunify 
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SN1 Image1 SN2 Image2 Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 
06835 

 

G_CY2655, 

_SAT00096 

U+279AC

 

Unific

ation

UCV#257 

Difference of minor stroke 

addition. 

unify 06833, irg40. J/SAT 

Follow to China’s decision 
G: not unify 

Conclusion: China postpones, China prposes to change font of U+279AC. SAT postpones. 

06840 

 

Z_SAT60344 

U+8AAA 

 

Unific

ation

UCV#290    J/SAT 

SAT: unify 

06932 

 

JMJ-060199 

U+06BC5 Unific

ation

UCV#220   J/SAT 

J: Japan agrees unification 
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SN1 Image1 SN2 Image2 Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 
06941 

 

Z_SAT03231 

U+8C81 Unific

ation

H: IWDS #222   H, 

J/SAT 

SAT: disunify. Examples for disunification: 
U+5B82 vs U+7A74 
U+62AD vs U+39D2 

06944 

 

KA-KC07148 

06943 

 

KA-KC07147 

Unific

ation

   J/SAT 

K: No unification. and  are variants. 
However, the component is different.  

KR will change glyph of KX07147 as shown below.  
postpone 

06949 

 

JMJ-058783 

U+04677 

 

Unific

ation

UCV#222    J/SAT 

J: Japan agrees on this unification.They are variants each other and the difference on the shapes is minor. (cf. UCV#222) 
 conclusion: disunify. UCV#222 not applicable to this case. 
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SN1 Image1 SN2 Image2 Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 
06976 

 

Z_SAT05548 

U+8CD6 

 

Unific

ation

H: Annex S.1.5.b: 

Differences in overshoot 

at the stroke initiation 

and/or termination 

  H, 

J/SAT 

SAT: postpone 

07013 

 

KA-KC06791 

u+77cd Unific

ation

  J/SAT 

K: No unification.  and  have different components. 
07045 

 

Z_SAT03598 

07048 

 

KA-KC06797 

Unific

ation

   K, H, 

J/SAT 

K: Unify. 
SAT: unify 

07059 

 

Z_SAT60350 

U+8E0F Unific

ation

Request evidence for 

Z_SAT60350 because 

couldn't find in the 

submitted document. 

 J/SAT 

SAT: postpone 
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SN1 Image1 SN2 Image2 Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 
07110 

 

U+28108 

 

Unific

ation 

Annex S.1.5.i: Addition or 

omission of a minor stroke

 H 

SAT: postpone 

07246 

 

07247 

 

unific

ation 

  H 

SAT: postpone 

07249 

 

Z_SAT04986 

07245 

 

JMJ-058841(CJKF1) 

Unific

ation

Z_SAT04986 should be 

dropped from CJK F2 

  J/SAT 

SAT: unify 

07265 

 

U+28484 

 

Unific

ation 

IWDS #22  H 

SAT: disunify 

Conclusion: postpone 

07287 

 

U+900C 

 

Unific

ation 

Annex S.1.5.i: Addition or 

omission of a minor stroke

 H 
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SN1 Image1 SN2 Image2 Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 
07337 

 

Z_SAT60360 

u+285BC 

 

Unific

ation

H: Annex S.1.5.b: 

Differences in overshoot 

at the stroke initiation 

and/or termination 

 H, 

J/SAT 

SAT: postpone 

07414 
 

07415 
 

Unific
ation

  K 

J: Japan disagrees on this unification. The corresponding components are so different. In F1, JMJ-058880 is disunified from 酉. 

07474 
 

07475 
 

Unific
ation

 See UCV No.93 
K 

SAT: unify 

07532 

 

Z_SAT04374 

07533 

 

Z_SAT60366 

Unific

ation

   K, 

J/SAT 

SAT: postpone 

07599 

 

U+28B48 

 

Unific

ation 

Annex S.1.5.b: 

Differences in overshoot 

at the stroke initiation 

and/or termination 

 H 

07642 
 

07645 
 

Unific
ation

  
K, H, T, J, 

SAT 

SAT: unify 
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SN1 Image1 SN2 Image2 Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 
07659 

 

G_XC0438 

U+09FD4 

 

Unific

ation

G_XC0438 should be 

unified to UTC-00953 that 

is included in Amd 2 draft 

as addition of UNC. 

  J/SAT 

G: unify 

07803 

 

Z_SAT02010 

U+28F9C 

 

Unific

ation

   J/SAT 

SAT: postpone 

07815 

 

Z_SAT08611 

𩀤 

(U+29024)
 

Unific

ation

   J/SAT 

SAT: unify 

07965 

 

Z_SAT04769 

U+29466 

 

Unific

ation

UCV#220   J/SAT 

SAT: disunify, Examples for disunification: 

U+24904 vs U+248FB 

U+60A1 vs U+6C92 

U+6B81 vs U+6B7F 

Conclusion: unify 
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SN1 Image1 SN2 Image2 Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 
08044 

 

KA-KC06920 

U+29760 

 

Unific

ation

UCV#239   J/SAT 

K: Unify. 
08151 

 

Z_SAT02462 

U+21C05 

 

Unific

ation

   J/SAT 

SAT: postpone 

08152 

 

KA-KC06940 

U+04BCB

 

Unific

ation

UCV#256    J/SAT 

K: No unification. 
KR will change glyph as shown below. 

 

Conclusion: un-unifiable change of glyph, ROK will resbumit the revised character in future extension. 

08280 

 

U+9C85 

 

unific

ation 

Annex S.1.5.i: Addition or 

omission of a minor stroke

 H 
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Table 2: Radicals 
SN1 Image1 

SN
2 

Im
age
2 

Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 

02088 

 

  Radical
First option) change radical  to 亠 
Second option) If radicalis not changed, 

change SC to 8 
 K 

03630 

 

  Radical Rad proposal 火(fire, kxi 086.0), FS=1  

T 

04568 

 

  Radical Rad proposal (Joined hands, kxi 055.0), 
SC=7, Fs=1 

 

T 

04693 

 

  Radical
Change radical to 阜 
Change SC to 5 

 K 

04897 

 

  Radical
Change radical to 韋 
Change SC to 6 
 

 
T, K 

K: KR will withdraw SN 4897.  
Same as 韓. 

04901 
 

  Radical
Rad proposal 攴 (to tap 攵 , kxi 066.0), 
SC=13, Fs=1 

 
T 

05010 

 

  Radical Rad proposal 攴(to tap 攵, kxi 066.0), SC=9  T, K 
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SN1 Image1 
SN
2 

Im
age
2 

Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 

05081 

 

  Radical Rad proposal 弋(to shoot, kxi 056.0), SC=8  K, H, 

T, J, 

SAT 
05289 

 

  Radical Rad proposal 又(also, kxi 029.0),  
SC=7, Fs=3 

 T 

05351 

 

  Radical T, K: Rad should be 釆(to distinguish, kxi 
165.0), SC=11 

H: Radical = Distinguish ( )? If yes, then 
SC = 11 and FS = 1. 

 T, K, 

H 

05355 

 

  Radical Rad proposal 首(first, kxi 185.0),  
SC=9, Fs=3 

 T 

05389 

 

 

 

Radical
Radical should be Net ( ) H: Ref:  

 

H, K 

05432 

 

  Radical Rad should be 亠(to stand up, kxi1 008.0),  
SC=10, Fs=4 

 T 
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SN1 Image1 
SN
2 

Im
age
2 

Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 

K: KR suggests not to change.  

SN 05432 is a variant of 章(U+07AE0). 

KR will change glyph as shown below. 

 conclusion: ROK withdraws 

05539 

 

 

 

Radical

Rad should be “竹”(118.0), SC=12, Fs=2 

 G, T, 

H, K 

05562 

 

  Radical Rad proposal 長(long, kxi 168.0),  
SC=12, Fs=3 

 T 

05780 

Z_SAT01583 

  Radical Radical should be HEMP (R200.0)   J/SA

T 

05815 

 

  Radical Rad proposal 犬(dog, kxi 094.0),  
SC=5, Fs=2 

 T 

05823 

 

  Radical Rad proposal 夕(evening, kxi 036.0), SC=9  T 
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SN1 Image1 
SN
2 

Im
age
2 

Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 

05849 

 

  
Radical
and SC

H: Radical should be West (襾) 
T: SC=19, Fs=1 

 
H, T, 

K 

K: Change Radical to ⾑, SC=19, FS=1 

05866 

 

  Radical Rad proposal 女(woman, kxi 038.0) or 大

(big, kxi 037.0), SC=12, Fs=5 
 T 

05917 

 

  Radical Rad proposal 斤(pounds, kxi 069.0), SC=9, 
Fs=1 

 T 

change radical to 斤. 
05995 

Z_SAT00283 

  Radical Radical should be MOON (R74.0)   J/SA

T 

06039 

 

  Radical Rad proposal 貝(shell, kxi 154.0), SC=13, 
Fs=4; Ref U+08D0F: 

 

 T 

K: Change Radical to 貝, SC=13, FS=4 
06100 

 

  Radical Rad proposal 殳 spear, kxi 079.0), SC=11  T 
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SN1 Image1 
SN
2 

Im
age
2 

Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 

06130 

 

  Radical T: Rad proposal 己(self, kxi 049.0), SC=3, 
Fs=3;  

H: Radical = Oneself ( )? 

If yes, then SC = 3, FS = 3. 
Ref U+05DF4:  

T, H 

J: Keep the current radical because JMJ-058439 is a variant of 色 

06142 

 

 

 

Radical/

FS Radical = Open Box ( )? 

If the radical is Open Box, then FS = 4; 

If the radical is Grass, then FS = 5 

   #9 of IRGN 954AR & IRGN 1105 

 

H 

06193 

 

  Radical Rad proposal 白(white, kxi 106.0), SC=7, 
Fs=2 

 T 

06331 

 

  Radical
Change radical to 目(eye, kxi 109.0)  

and SC to 13. 
HK: SC=9 

K: Rationale: SN 06331 is a popular form 俗

字 of 瞢(U+77A2) 

T, H, 

K 

06352 

 

  Radical Rad proposal 谷(valley, kxi 150.0), SC=10  T 

06408 

 

  Radical Rad proposal 水(water, kxi 085.0), SC=15, 
Fs=2 

 T 

J: Japan agrees changing radical to 水 (R85.0) 

06461 

 

  Radical Rad proposal 麻 (sesame, kxi 200.0), SC 
=10, Fs=2 

 T 
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SN1 Image1 
SN
2 

Im
age
2 

Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 

06497 

 

  Radical
change radical to ⼔(U02F14) 

Change SC to6 
 K 

J: Keep the current radical because JMJ-058582 is a variant of 虐 

06500 

 

  
Radical 

change radical to ⼜(U02F1C) 

Change SC to7 
 K 

J: Keep the current radical because JMJ-058584 is a variant of 虔 

06502 

 

  
Radical 

change radical to ⼱(U02F31) 

Change SC to6 
 K 

J: Keep the current radical because JMJ-058586 is a variant of 虎 

06503 

 

  
Radical change radical to ⽤(U02F64) 

Change SC to6 
 K 

J: Keep the current radical because JMJ-058588 is a variant of 庸 

06506 

 

  
Radical 

Questionable Radical ?  K 

J: Keep the current radical because JMJ-058589 is a variant of 虚 
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SN1 Image1 
SN
2 

Im
age
2 

Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 

06507 

 

  
Radical 

Questionable Radical ?  K 

J: Keep the current radical because JMJ-058591 is a variant of 虚 

06511 

 

  
Radical 

Questionable Radical ?  K 

J: Keep the current radical because JMJ-058594 is a variant of 虞 

06578 

 

  
Radical 

Radical ⾰(U02FB0) 

change SC to 6 
 K 

K: KR suggests not to change. 
06734 

 

 

 

Radical
Radical = Deer ( )?  

If yes, then SC = 6, FS =3. 

 

H 

06755 

 

  Radical Rad proposal 攴 / 攵 (to rap, kxi 066.0), 
SC=17, Fs=4 

 K, T, 

J, 

SAT 
06756 

 

  Radical Rad proposal 大(big, kxi 037.0), SC=7  T 

J: Keep the current radical and SC. There is no acceptable reason changing radical shown. 
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SN1 Image1 
SN
2 

Im
age
2 

Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 

06789 

 

  Radical Rad proposal 用(to use, kxi 101.0), SC=3, 
Fs=3 

 T, K 

J: Keep the current radical because JMJ-058731 is a variant of 角 

06790 

 

  Radical Rad proposal 用(to use, kxi 101.0), SC=3, 
Fs=3 

 T, K 

J: Keep the current radical because JMJ-058730 is a variant of 角 

06804 

 

  Radical Rad proposal 用(to use, kxi 101.0), SC=8  T, K 

J: Keep the current radical because JMJ-058735 is a variant of 解 

06807 

Z_SAT00092 

  Radical Radical should be HALBERD 戈(R62.0)   J/SA

T 

06914 

Z_SAT03289 

  Radical Radical should be HALBERD 戈(R62.0)   K, 

J/SA

T 
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SN1 Image1 
SN
2 

Im
age
2 

Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 

06930 

 

 

 

Radical
Radical = Tiger ( )? 

If yes, then SC = 7, FS = 1. Ref.:  

 

 

H 

J: Keep the current radical because JMJ-058780 is a variant of 豦 

06948 

 

 

 

Radical Rad proposal 見(to see, kxi 147.0), SC=2, 

Fs=5 

 H, K, 
T, J, 
SAT 

K: KR will withdraw SN 06948.  

Error of . 
07472 

 

  Radical Rad proposal 火 (fire, kxi 086.0), SC=12, 
Fs=3 

 T 

K: KR suggests not to change. 
07486 

 

  Radical Rad proposal 口(mouth, kxi 030.0), SC=16, 
Fs=3 

 K, T 
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SN1 Image1 
SN
2 

Im
age
2 

Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 

K: KR suggests not to change. 
Confirmed 1 character. 
07633 

 

 

 

Radical
Radical = Gold ( ) or Grass ( )? 

If the radical is Grass, then SC = 19, FS = 1; 

If the radical is Gold, then SC = 15, FS = 2. 

 

H 

K: KR suggests not to change. 
07718 

 

  Radical Rad proposal 木(wood, kxi 075.0), SC=16  T 

07933 

 

  Radical Rad proposal 皮(skin, kxi 107.0), SC=10  T, H 

08155 

 

 

 Radica

l 

G: Rad should be “儿”(10.0) 

H, J, SAT, T: Rad proposal 羽(feather, kxi 

124.0) 

G: Examples: 兛、兞 

G, T, 

J, H, 

SAT 
08183 

 

  Radical Rad proposal 長 (long, kxi 168.0), SC=8, 
Fs=3 

 T 

08191 

 

  Radical Rad proposal 長(long, kxi 168.0), SC=10, 
Fs=3 

 T 

08207 

 

 

 

Radical Radical proposal 匕( kxi 21.0), SC=5, Fs=5  

T 

J: Keep the current radical because JMJ-059074 is variant of 鬯. SC may be changed to 1. 
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SN1 Image1 
SN
2 

Im
age
2 

Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 

08213 

 

  Radical Rad proposal 弓(bow, kxi 057.0), SC=24, 
Fs=2 

 T, H 

K: KR suggests not to change Radical. 

SN 08213 is a variant of ( U+29C67). Therefore, Radical must be 鬲. 

08293 

 

  Radical Rad proposal 火 (fire, kxi 086.0), SC=7, 
Fs=3 

 T 

K: KR will withdraw SN 08293. 
Error of 梟(U+ 689F). 
08391 

 

 

 

Radical K: Current radical seems questionable; 

change radical to 一 ? 

H: Radical = Deer ( )? 

T suggestion: Radical 厂(kxi27.0), SC=16, 

Fs=1 

 K, H, 

T 

J: Keep the current radical because JMJ-059255 is a variant of 麗 

08427 

 

  Radical Rad proposal 火 (fire, kxi 086.0), SC=13, 
Fs=2 

 T 
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SN1 Image1 
SN
2 

Im
age
2 

Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 

K: KR suggests not to change. 

For example, the Radical of 黙 is 黑,  

Therefore, the radical of SN 08427 is 黑. 

Alternative radical 火 
08428 

 

  Radical Rad proposal 火 (fire, kxi 086.0), SC=13, 
Fs=2 

 T 

K: KR suggests not to change.  
For example, the Radical of 黙 is 黑,  

Therefore, the radical of SN 08428 is 黑. 
Alternative radical 火 

08231 

 

 

 

Radical
Radical = Fish ( )? 

 H 

J: Keep the current radical because JMJ-059087 is a variant of 魚 

08232 

 

 

 

Radical
Radical = Fish ( )? 

 H 

J: Keep the current radical because JMJ-059086 is a variant of 魚 
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SN1 Image1 
SN
2 

Im
age
2 

Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 

08233 

 

 

 

Radical
Radical = Fish ( )? 

 H 

J: Keep the current radical because JMJ-059089 is a variant of 魚 

08427 

 

 

 

Radical

Radical = Fire ( )? 

If yes, then SC = 13, FS = 2. 

If radical remains unchanged, then FS = 4. 

 H 

08428 

 

 

 

Radical

Radical = Fire ( )? 

If yes, then SC = 13, FS = 2. 

If radical remains unchanged, then FS = 3. 

 H 

08432 

 

 

 

Radical

H: Radical = Sound ( ) or Fire ( )? If 

the radical is Sound, then SC = 11, FS = 2; If 

the radical is Fire, then SC = 16, FS = 4; If 

the radical remains unchanged, then FS = 4. 

T: Rad proposal 火(fire, kxi 086.0), SC=16, 

Fs=4 

 T, H 
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SN1 Image1 
SN
2 

Im
age
2 

Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 

K: KR suggests not to change. 

For example, the Radical of 黙 is 黑,  

Therefore, the radical of SN 08428 is 黑. 
Alternative radical 火 

08438 

 

 

 

Radical
Radical = Roof ( )? 

If yes, then SC = 10, FS = 1. 

 H 

J: Japan agrees changing radical to Roof (R40.0) although JMJ-059268 is a variant of 黽 

08441 

 

 

 

Radical Simplified Radical: 205.1  H 

K: KR does not use simplified form. Therefore, KR suggests not to change Radical 
Alternative simplified radical. 
08448 

 

 

 

Radical

Radical = Drum ( ) or Skin ( )? 

If the radical is Drum, then SC = 11, FS = 2; 

If the radical is Skin, then SC = 20, FS = 1. 

 H 

K: KR suggests not to change. 
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SN1 Image1 
SN
2 

Im
age
2 

Type Comment Note 
Comment 

From 

08502 

 

 

 

Radical

Radical = Sound ( )? 

If yes, then SC = 7; FS = 1. 

 H 

J: Japan agrees changing radical to Sound (R180.0) although JMJ-059286 is a variant of 龍 
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* Resp2 (28) -> Resp2B (28B): background color changed for SN 05541 (orange), SN 06125 (red), and SN 08450 (red).

  SN06504 (green), SN 06513 (green), SN 06515 (green), SN 08402 (green)

No.
CJK_F2 

No.
K Source

Glyph

Image

Source

Image
Comment(JP) 검토내용

001 04488 KA-KC06490

The number of 

vertical strokes in 

the right 

component might 

be 3.

Can’t understand comment itself.

002 04489 KA-KC05366

The right 

component looks 

like as "㝍".

The right component is NOT "㝍", but "字".

cf) , 字= , 寫=

003 04490 KA-KC06489
Not "口口" but "卩
卩"?

NOT "卩卩", but "吅". 

"吅" is a variant of “嚴”.  Therefore, “ ” is a 

variant of “玁”.

004 04504 KA-KC06492

Insufficiently inked, 

hard to identify "犭
"

Left component is "犭".

cf) (=獗), (=獨), (=狗)

005 04514 KA-KC06493 Not "世" but "丗" KR will change component "世" to "丗".

006 04519 KA-KC06495

The right 

component should 

not be normalized 

to "革"?

KR will change component  to .

007 04535 KA-KC07072

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

The current evidence seems clear enough to 

identify the glyph.

An evidence with surrounding text is shown 

below:

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
no change of glyph, but new glyph will be discussed later.

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
no change of glyph, but new glyph will be discussed later.
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008 04547 KA-KC07073

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

The current evidence seems clear enough to 

identify the glyph.

Used for a personal name.

An evidence with surrounding text is shown 

below:

009 04564 KA-KC07074

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

The current evidence seems clear enough to 

identify the glyph.

Used for a personal name.

An evidence with surrounding text is shown 

below:

010 04574 KA-KC07075

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

Used for a personal name.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:
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011 04581 KA-KC05387

The right 

component looks 

like as "果".

The right component is NOT "果", but a variant of 

“琛”

Used for a personal name.

012 04583 KA-KC06505

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

Used for a personal name.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

013 04596 KA-KC06508

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

KR could not foid higher-quality evidence. 

If the current evidence is NOT accepted,

KR will withdraw SN 04596.

014 04598 KA-KC07077

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

The current evidence seems clear enough to 

identify the glyph.

Used for a personal name.

An evidence with surrounding text is shown 

below:

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
withdraw
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015 04602 KA-KC05389 Not "㔾" but "巳"?
KR will change component "㔾" to "巳".

cf. UCV No. 126.

016 04607 KA-KC06509

The top 

component does 

not look like "流".

Right top component is 㐬 with no dot at top.

017 04614 KA-KC05400 Not "告" but "向"?

Right top component is NOT "向", but "告".

018 04623 KA-KC07079

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

The current evidence seems clear enough to 

identify the glyph.

Used for a personal name.

An evidence with surrounding text is shown 

below:

019 04624 KA-KC06514

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

Used for a personal name.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

020 04625 KA-KC06515

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

Used for a personal name.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
postpone
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021 04643 KA-KC06519

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

Used for a personal name.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

022 04652 KA-KC06522

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

Used for a personal name.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

023 04654 KA-KC06523

The middle 

component does 

not look like "同".

KR will change component " " to " ".

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
postpone for unification of new glyph vs old glyph

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
postpone for other evidence
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024 04655 KA-KC05415
Hard to find the 

proposed glyph.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

in wood-printed book is shown below:

Used for a personal name.

  

025 04670 KA-KC07080

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

Used for a personal name.

026 04675 KA-KC05419

Too cursive to 

identify the upper 

component.

 If the upper component is NOT “求”, what is it?

027 04676 KA-KC02678
Too cursive to 

identify "瓦"

No glyph change.

Rationale: According to 《干祿字書》, “ ” can 

be normalized to " "; therefore, KR normalized 

“ ” to "瓦".

028 04680 KA-KC06525

The right 

component does 

not look like "瓦"

No glyph change.

Rationale: According to 《干祿字書》, “ ” can 

be normalized to " "; therefore, KR normalized 

“ ” to "瓦".

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
pending for glyph of 瓦

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
pending for glyph of 瓦

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
pending for glyph of 瓦
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029 04681 KA-KC06524

Too cursive to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

The lower component is a variant of “瓦”.

030 04683 KA-KC06526

The left 

component might 

be different from "

瓦"

No glyph change.

Rationale: According to 《干祿字書》, “ ” can 

be normalized to " "; therefore, KR normalized 

“ ” to "瓦".

031 04685 KA-KC06527

The left 

component might 

be different from "

瓦"

No glyph change.

Rationale: According to 《干祿字書》, “ ” can 

be normalized to " "; therefore, KR normalized 

“ ” to "瓦".

032 04718 KA-KC05422

Hard to find the 

proposed glyph, or 

mistakenly marked 

by the black 

square.

See another book’s evidence.

033 04740 KA-KC06534

Too unclear 

evidence to sure "

田".

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below: 

This character is used for transliteration of a 

Sanskrit word.

034 04768 KA-KC07081

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

Used for a personal name.

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
pending for glyph of 瓦

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
pending for glyph of 瓦

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
pending for glyph of 瓦
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035 04775 KA-KC07082

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

036 04801 KA-KC07083 Not "辰" but ""?

The lower right component is a variant of "辰". 

According to 《干祿字書》, “ ” and “ ” can 

be normalized to "辰".

Ttherefore, The lower right component was 

normalized to "辰".

cf. 

037 04822 KA-KC05436
Too cursive to 

identify as "羊"

This glyph is variant of “癢”.

Therefore, the lower right component is "恙".

038 04850 KA-KC06542

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

KR will modify “疒” as “ ”

A higher-quality evidence is shown below:

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
pending for unification example
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039 04851 KA-KC05441

Too bold and short 

strokes, hard to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

KR will change component “ ” to “ ”.

040 04913 KA-KC02811
Unclear evidence, 

not "皮" but "㕜"?

KR will withdraw SN 04913.

(Note. This glyph is an error of “破”. The left 

component is “石”.)

041 04976 KA-KC07084

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

The current glyph seems clear enough to identify 

a glyph.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

Used for a personal name.

042 04987 KA-KC05455

Too bold and short 

strokes, hard to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

KR will withdraw SN 04987.

(Note. This glyph is an error of “㫼”.)

043 05007 KA-KC05457 Not "舌" but "吉".
KR will change the right component to “舎”..

044 05043 KA-KC06555 Not "白" but "自"? KR will change "白" to “自”.

045 05056 KA-KC05459

Insufficiently inked, 

hard to identify the 

glyph shape.

This glyph is a variant of “瞽(U+077BD)”.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
postpone for clear evidence

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
accept, unifiable change.
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046 05073 KA-KC06559

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

This character is used for transliteration of a 

Sanskrit word.

047 05100 KA-KC05462
"乆" should be 

normalized to "久"?
KR will change "久" (U+4E45) to "乆" (U+4E46).

048 05111 KA-KC06561

Too cursive to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

KR will withdraw SN 05111.

(Note. This glyph is a cursive form of “磨”.)

049 05127 KA-KC06562

Insufficiently inked, 

hard to identify the 

glyph shape.

This glyph is a variant of “礦”, 

KR will modify glyph as shown below:

 

050 05147 KA-KC06566

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.
Since “ ” can be and was normalized to “屰”.

051 05150 KA-KC05466

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

Another higher-quality evidence with 

surrounding text is shown below:

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
postponed for un-unifiable of original and font

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
postpone for non-unification of glyphs

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
pending for unification exampls
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052 05160 KA-KC06569

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

KR will withdraw SN 05160.

(This glyph is an error of “隤”.)

053 05164 KA-KC05468

The right 

component does 

not look like as "菐
".

KR will change " " to “ ”. 
Another higher-quality evidence with 

surrounding text is shown below:

 

054 05165 KA-KC06570

The right 

compnent looks 

like as "隠"

The right component is a variant of "隠".

055 05179 KA-KC05471

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

056 05221 KA-KC02970
"正" should be 

normalized?
According to 《干祿字書》, “ ” can be 
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normalized to " ".  Therefore, KR 

normalized “ ” to "正".

cf. SN 05371, SN 05736

057 05241 KA-KC05482
"原" should be 

normalized?

Right component “ ” was normalized to 

“ ”.

- Rationale: According to 《干祿字書》, “ ” 

can be normalized to “ ”.

058 05249 KA-KC03012

The right 

component "發" is 

intentionally 

normalized?

Right component “ ” was normalized to " “.

- Rationale: According to 《干祿字書》, “ ” can 

be normalized to " “

059 05263 KA-KC05494
"龜" should not be 

normalized?

The right component is a variant of 龜. 

KR will change right component as shown below:

-->

060 05286 KA-KC03048

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

KR will change component “匕” to “ ”.

Used for a personal name.

061 05303 KA-KC03066
"歩" should not be 

normalized?
“ ” and “ ” are variants of “穢”. 

Therefore, the right component is "歩".

062 05321 KA-KC03076
Unclear evidence. 

Might be u+24695 ?
Left component of “(U+24695)” is “牛(牜)”.

The left component of this glyph is “禾”.

063 05322 KA-KC06592

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
postpone for unification of original and font

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
modify the component to 2 strokes
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064 05324 KA-KC05503

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

 A higher-quality evidence with surrounding 

text is shown below:

065 05331 KA-KC07087

The upper right 

component does 

not look like "几".

“ ” was normalized to “殳”.

According to 《干祿字書》, “ ” can be 

normalized to " ".

066 05335 KA-KC05510
Not "梁" but 

U+9FC4?
KR will change right component "梁" to “ ”.

067 05342 KA-KC06594

Suspect if 

KA-KC06594 is 

wrongly designed 

of 樋(u+6A0B) 

of 樋口鐵四郎

The char is NOT 樋, but “ ”.

068 05344 KA-KC07088

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

Used for a personal name.
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069 05349 KA-KC06596

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

Used for a personal name.

070 05354 KA-KC06597

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

071 05356 KA-KC07089

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

Used for a personal name.
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072 05362 KA-KC07090

Too bold and short 

strokes, hard to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

KR will withdraw SN 05362.

073 05369 KA-KC05518

Too cursive to 

identify the lower 

component. The 

number of the 

horizontal strokes 

is 3?

The lower component is “ ”. 
Used for a personal name.

074 05371 KA-KC05520
"正" should be 

normalized?

According to 《干祿字書》, “ ” can be 

normalized to " ".  Therefore, KR 

normalized “ ” to "正".

cf. SN 05221, SN 05736

075 05405 KA-KC07091

Insufficiently inked, 

hard to identify the 

glyph shape.

This glyph is a variant of “窮”.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
postpone for clear evidence
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076 05409 KA-KC07092

Too cursive to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:
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077 05441 KA-KC06611

No need to 

normalize to "

寛"?

Not normalized to "寛".

078 05497 KA-KC03183

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.
This glyph is a variant of “簨”.

079 05501 KA-KC07097

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

Used for a personal name.

080 05525 KA-KC06620

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

KR could not find a higher-quality evidence. 

If this evidence is NOT accepted by IRG, KR will 

withdraw SN 05525.

081 05541 KA-KC06622

Suspect if 

KA-KC06622 is the 

same with one of 

 (U+25D0C) 

(U+25D20) 

(U+258DA) 纂 
(U+7E82)

Unify SN 05541 with  (U+25D20).

082 05554 KA-KC03216

The component 

does not look like "

乚"

The lower right component is NOT "乚", but “ ”.

Therefore, KR will change the component to “ ”.

083 05557 KA-KC05543

The evidence and 

proposed glyph 

have a difference 

looking like 袁
(U+8881)/

(U+212AE) 

contrast.

The lower component “” can be normalized to 

“袁”. 

See UCV No.293.

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
better font wanted

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
withdraw for unclear evidence

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
postpone for unclear evidence
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084 05558 KA-KC06624
"虍" should be 

normalized? KR will change component “虍” to " ". 

085 05567 KA-KC07098 Not "皮" but "攴"?

The lower right component is NOT "攴", but "皮". 

“皷” is a variant of “鼓”.

086 05575 KA-KC07099

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

087 05591 KA-KC07100

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

088 05596 KA-KC07101 Not "金" but ""?

The lower left component is NOT "", but "金". 

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

Used for a personal name.

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
font should be modified to match the original glyph.
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089 05602 KA-KC07102

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

KR will change the glyph to “ ”.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

Used for a personal name with reading “Chang

(창)”. 

090 05661 KA-KC05555
Not "梁" but 

U+9FC4?

KR will change component "梁" to "

(U+09FC4)".

091 05667 KA-KC06629
Not "一" but "人
丶"?

The middle right component is NOT "人丶", but "

一".

092 05708 KA-KC05564

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

Used for a personal name.
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093 05709 KA-KC06636 "广" should be 

normalized?

" " is “广”. 

Can’t understand comment itself.

094 05728 KA-KC07104

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

Used for a personal name.

095 05736 KA-KC07105
"正" should be 

normalized?

According to 《干祿字書》, “ ” can be 

normalized to " ".  Therefore, KR 

normalized “ ” to "正".

cf. SN 05221, SN 05371

096 05744 KA-KC07107

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

Used for a personal name.

097 05749 KA-KC06640
"虍" should be 

normalized? KR will change component “虍” as " ".

098 05754 KA-KC07110 Too unclear to A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 
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identify the glyph 

shape.

is shown below:

Used for a personal name.

099 05779 KA-KC03357
"雚" should be 

normalized?

If this evidence is NOT accepted by IRG, KR will 

withdraw SN 05779.

100 05804 KA-KC05578
"缶" should be 

normalized?

The lower component can be normalized to "缶". 

See UCV No.390.

101 05805 KA-KC03368
"缶" should be 

normalized?

The left component can be normalized to "缶". 

See UCV No.390.

102 05808 KA-KC03367
"缶" should be 

normalized?

The left component can be normalized to "缶". 

See UCV No.390.

103 05810 KA-KC06647
"缶" should be 

normalized?

The lower component can be normalized to "缶". 

See UCV No.390.

104 05812 KA-KC05580

Too cursive to 

identify the lower 

component as "丸"

KR will withdraw SN 05812.

(Note. This glyph is a hand-writing form of “罪”.)

105 05816 KA-KC05582

Too low resolution 

to determine "令" 

or "今".

KR will change component "令" to "今".

(Note. This glyph is a variant of “酓(U+9153)”.)

106 05845 KA-KC05585

The lower left 

component might 

be "衣".
KR will change the lower left component to .

107 05849 KA-KC06653

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

KR could not find a higher-quality evidence. 

If this evidence is NOT accepted by IRG, KR will 

withdraw SN 05849.

108 05858 KA-KC05587

Insufficiently inked, 

hard to identify the 

right component.

This glyph is a variant of “聲”. 

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
withdraw because of unclear evidence

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
no change of font, keep 今

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
withdraw, for font changing is un-unifiable

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
accept evidence
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109 05881 KA-KC05592

Insufficiently inked, 

hard to identify the 

right component.

The right component is .

This glyph is a variant of “翇”. 

cf. UCV No. 256.

110 05902 KA-KC05605

Too bold and short 

strokes, hard to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

KR will withdraw SN 05902.

(Note. This glyph is an error of “翬”.

See 《詩經⋅斯干》, “如鳥斯革 如翬斯飛”.)

111 05905 KA-KC05607 Not "惠" but "恵"
KR will change component "惠" to “恵”.

112 05911 KA-KC03412

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

Used for a personal name.

113 05916 KA-KC07119
Too cursive to 

identify as "老".

This glyph is composed of “老+味”. 

KR will change glyph as shown below:

114 05917 KA-KC06664

Too low resolution 

to find the 

proposed glyph.

KR will withdraw SN 05917.

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
postpone, poor evidence

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
see page 56
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115 05952 KA-KC05617

The number of 

vertical strokes in 

the right 

component might 

be 3.

Not "乑" but "豕".

The lower right component “ ” is not "豕", 

but "乑".

Therefore, the character was normalized.

cf.  = 驟
116 05986 KA-KC07120

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

KR will withdraw SN 05986.

(Note. This glyph is an error of “龍”.)

117 06006 KA-KC05625

Too bold and short 

strokes, hard to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

118 06019 KA-KC06678
The component 

looking like "㐬".
The right component is “㐬” with no dot at top.

119 06035 KA-KC07121

Too bold and short 

strokes, hard to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
under 鹿, the unifiable example

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
3 力
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120 06059 KA-KC06683 Not "自" but "白"?

As shown clearly in the evidence, the component 

is NOT "白", but "自". 

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

121 06124 KA-KC06692

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

Used for a personal name.

122 06125 KA-KC06693 Too unclear to KR could not find a higher-quality evidence. 

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
withdraw, poor evidence
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identify the glyph 

shape.

If this evidence is NOT accepted by IRG, KR will 

withdraw SN 06125.

123 06235 KA-KC06709

Too bold and short 

strokes, hard to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

This glyph is a variant of “葺”. 

Used for a personal name.

124 06264 KA-KC05651

The evidence 

seems to be 

(U+25C18) ?

The top component is NOT “竹”, but “艹”. 

Used for a personal name.

125 06265 KA-KC05653
The shape of the 

lower part is 幺

The bottom component is NOT “幺”, but “么”. 

cf. , 

126 06266 KA-KC06715

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
change glyph, remove one dot.
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127 06270 KA-KC07126
Unclear evidence, 

not "壬" but "手"?

The upper right component “ ” was 

normalized to “ ”.

- Rationale: According to 《干祿字書》, “ ” can 

be normalized to “ ”.

128 06272 KA-KC06712

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

Used for a personal name.

129 06295 KA-KC05656
Missing evidence 

file.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
ROK requested unification example

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
withdraw. need to modify font to match glyph.
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130 06297 KA-KC07127

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

Used for a personal name.

131 06298 KA-KC06720
"虍" should be 

normalized?

KR will modify component “虍” to " ".

- Rationale: According to 《干祿字書》, “ ” can 

be normalized to “ ”, but KR will not 

normalize “ ”.

132 06299 KA-KC05654

Evidence looks 

different shape 

from KA-KC05654

This glyph is a variant of “蓰”.

Component “彳” was changed to “阝”.

Therefore, KR did not normalize this char to 

“蓰”.

133 06332 KA-KC07129 Unclear evidence. KR will change the glyph as shown below:

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
postpone, poor evidence

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
postpone, poor evidence
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It sees 艹日里

134 06358 KA-KC06726

Too cursive to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

KR will withdraw SN 06358.

(Note. This glyph is an error of “遮”.)

135 06360 KA-KC03666

Evidence image 

has the difference 

in 壬 or 王

= . 

In Rep. of Korea,  is a standard glyph.

136 06361 KA-KC06725

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

KR will withdraw SN 06358.

(Note. This glyph is an error of “嶪”.)

Used for a personal name, e.g., “黃嶪”.

137 06442 KA-KC05665 Not "罒" but ""
"" can be normalized to "罒". 

See UCV Nos. 225, 226, and 227.

138 06443 KA-KC05668 Not "罒" but "".
"" can be normalized to "罒". 

See UCV Nos. 225, 226, and 227.

139 06465 KA-KC06738

Too cursive to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

This glyph is a variant of “褻”.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

140 06475 KA-KC05670

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:
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141 06488 KA-KC05672
"龜" should not be 

normalized?

The lower component is variant of 龜. 

KR will change the glyph as shown below:

142 06489 KA-KC07131

Too bold and short 

strokes, hard to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

143 06504 KA-KC05673
"虍" should be 

normalized?

KR will modify component “虍” to " ".

- Rationale: According to 《干祿字書》, “ ” can 

be normalized to “ ”, but KR will not 

normalize “ ”.

144 06505 KA-KC06739

Evidence image 

has the difference 

in 七

This glyph is variant of “處”. 

KR will change component 七 to ‘ ’ or to ‘ㄷ’. 

145 06508 KA-KC06740

Too bold and short 

strokes, hard to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

KR will change the glyph as explained below:

 1) “儿” -->  “几”
 2) “兮” --> “ ”

146 06513 KA-KC03744
Too cursive to 

identify the right 
KR will modify component “虍” to " ".
This glyph is a variant of “虧”. 

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
withdraw, poor evidence.

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
withdraw, poor evidence.
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195 07492 KA-KC06845

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

Used for a personal name.

196 07495 KA-KC05813

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

197 07522 KA-KC07157

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

KR could not find a higher-quality evidence. 

If this evidence is NOT accepted by IRG, KR will 

withdraw SN 

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
withdraw, poor evidence
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198 07523 KA-KC07156

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

199 07541 KA-KC05816

The lowest 

horizontal line of "

巫" could not find 

in the evidence.

KR will change the glyph as shown below:

200 07577 KA-KC04244

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

Used for a personal name.

201 07588 KA-KC06860

Insufficiently inked, 

hard to identify the 

upper left 

component.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:
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202 07591 KA-KC04264

Too cursive to 

identify the middle 

component.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

Used for a personal name.

 

203 07603 KA-KC06862

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

Used for a personal name.

204 07616 KA-KC06864
Not "亠言", just "言
". KR will change component "亠+言" as "

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
postpone, resubmit in future, because of un-unifiable change
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言".

205 07627 KA-KC06867

The right 

component does 

not look like the 

head of "祭" but 

that of "谷".

The upper right component can be normalized 

to “ ”.

cf. , 

206 07628 KA-KC05832

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

KR will change component “ ” to “ ”. 
Used for a personal name. 

207 07644 KA-KC06871

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

Used for a personal name.

208 07649 KA-KC07161

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

KR could not find a higher-quality evidence. 

If this evidence is NOT accepted by IRG, KR will 

withdraw SN 07649.

209 07652 KA-KC05835

Too bold and short 

strokes, hard to 

identify the glyph 

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
postpone, poor evidence

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
postpone, poor evidence

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
withdraw, poor evidence
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shape.

 

210 07680 KA-KC06873

Too unclear to 

determine "人" or "

入"

 KR will withdraw SN 07680. 

“ ” is an Old Hanzi character of “曲”.

 is the kai style (楷書: kai shu) of “ ”. 

See 《說文解字》.

211 07690 KA-KC05838

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

KR will change the lower left component to 

“少”.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

212 07701 KA-KC05841
Too cursive to 

identify as "廴".

The left sub-component of the lower component 

is "廴".

cf. , , , , , 

213 07712 KA-KC07164

Too bold and short 

strokes, hard to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
postpone to confirm the shape
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214 07713 KA-KC06874

Insufficiently inked, 

hard to identify the 

component in "門"

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

 

215 07743 KA-KC06878

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

KR could not find a higher-quality evidence. 

If this evidence is NOT accepted by IRG, KR will 

withdraw SN 

216 07746 KA-KC07166

Too cursive to 

identify the right 

component.

According to 《干祿字書》, “ ” is a variant of 

“ ”.

217 07770 KA-KC06881

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

The current glyph seems clear enough to identify 

a glyph.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
withdraw, poor evidence

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
postpone, cursive
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Used for a personal name.

218 07771 KA-KC07168

Too bold and short 

strokes, hard to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

KR will change the glyph as shown below:

219 07782 KA-KC07169

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

The current glyph seems clear enough to identify 

a glyph.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

220 07798 KA-KC06885

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

221 07858 KA-KC06891 Not "壬" but "手"?
According to 《干祿字書》, “ ” can be 

normalized to “ .

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
postpone, need showing the book 干禄字书
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Therefore, “ ” was normalized to “ ”. 

Used for a personal name.

222 07880 KA-KC06902
Too cursive to 

identify as "業".

KR will change the glyph as shown below:

Used for a personal name. 

 
223 07881 KA-KC04446 unclear evidence

KR will withdraw SN 07881.

(Note. This glyph is an error of “霽”.)

224 07882 KA-KC07170

The left 

component might 

be "愛".

The left component might be a variant of "愛", 

but was not normalized to “愛”.

225 07887 KA-KC05868
"龜" should not be 

normalized?

KR will change the glyph as shown below:

(No two horizontal bars in the lower middle 

component.)

226 07891 KA-KC05871

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
withdraw, resubmit it in future, un-unifiable change of font
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227 07902 KA-KC06906 Not "回" but "囘"

"囘" can be normalize to "回".

Therefore, "囘" was normalized to "回".

228 07912 KA-KC05874

The left 

component might 

be different from "

革"

The left component can be normalized to "革
".

Therefore, the left component was normalized to 

"革".

229 07924 KA-KC07171
Too cursive to 

identify as "革".

Each of the two components can be normalized 

to "革".

Therefore, each of the two components KR was 

normalized to "革".

230 07931 KA-KC06907

The upper right 

component does 

not look like "几".

See 《干祿字書》, “ ” can be normalized to "

", " ", " "can be normalized to "殳", and 

“ ” transform to " ", therefore “ ” can be 

normalized to “殳”.

231 07954 KA-KC05880
This is single 

character?

Yes, it is a single character. 

It is a Korean (Korea-origin) Hanja.

Its reading is, “Um(움/엄)”. 

Used for a personal name.

232 07959 KA-KC05882
This is single 

character?

Yes, it is a single character. 

It is a Korean (Korea-origin) Hanja.

Its reading is, “Cham(참)”. 

Used for a personal name.

233 07962 KA-KC05886
This is single 

character?

Yes, it is a single character. 

It is a Korean (Korea-origin) Hanja.

Its reading is, Sum(숨)”. 

Used for a personal name.

234 07987 KA-KC05888

The left 

component does 

not include "亠"
KR will change component "亠" to “”.

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
postpone, need unification example of 革

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
postpone, need unification example of 革
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235 07999 KA-KC06916
"與" should be 

normalized?

According to 《干祿字書》, “ " can be 

normalized to " ".

Similarly, " " to " ", " " to " ".

Therefore,  was normalized to "與".

236 08010 KA-KC05892

Too cursive to 

identify the glyph 

shape. The left 

component might 

be "今" instead of "

令"?

The left component is NOT "今",  but "令". 

237 08031 KA-KC05898

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.
KR will change component “回” as “囘”.

238 08041 KA-KC06922

Too unclear to 

identify the right 

component.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

239 08062 KA-KC04550 Not "米" but "未"? KR will modify “米” as “未”.

240 08080 KA-KC05905

The right 

component looks 

like (U+22999).

According to 《干祿字書》, “ " can be 

normalized to " ".

Therefore,  “ " was normalized to " " 

("彧").

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
keep current font, no change

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
postpone, confirm 米，未，or 采

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
postpone, questionable normalization.
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241 08082 KA-KC07175

The upper right 

component could 

be "攵".

The upper right component is NOT "攵", but "

夂". 

The right component is " ", and the radical 

is "夂".

242 08085 KA-KC06931

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

Used for a personal name.

243 08095 KA-KC05915
"乆" should be 

normalized to "久"?
KR will change component "久" to "乆".

244 08098 KA-KC07176

The right 

component is not "

乚" but "匕"?

The lower right component is NOT "匕", but "  

[dot]". 

Therefore, " " can be normalized to “旡”. 

The same cases are shown below:

=旣, =嘅, 

=慨, =漑, 

=旣

245 08123 KA-KC07177

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

Used for a personal name.

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
postpone for questionable normalization
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246 08152 KA-KC06940

Insufficiently inked, 

hard to identify the 

right component.

KR will change the glyph as shown below:

247 08200 KA-KC06943

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

248 08212 KA-KC04672
This is single 

character?

Yes, it is a single character. 

The glyph is a variant of 鬻.

Example: ‘獯鬻’.

249 08216 KA-KC05930

The left 

component might 

be "公"

This glyph is a variant of “ ”. 

KR will change component “兦” as "公".

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
postpone

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
withdraw, resubmit for un-unifiable change of font
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250 08226 KA-KC04677 "厶" is hard to find.
KR will change "鬼" to “ ”.

251 08253 KA-KC06946

Too bold and short 

strokes, hard to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

KR could not find a higher-quality evidence. 

If this evidence is NOT accepted by IRG, KR will 

withdraw SN 08253.

252 08254 KA-KC04688
The component is 

(U+29D4B)?

Component  is a variant of “魚” and 

can be normalized to “魚”

253 08256 KA-KC05940

The right 

component looks 

like as "免".

This glyph is a variant of “鯢”.

Therefore, the right component is NOT "免".

254 08272 KA-KC06949

KR could not find a 

higher-quality 

evidence. 

If this evidence is 

NOT accepted by 

IRG, KR will 

withdraw SN 

KR could not find a higher-quality evidence. 

If this evidence is NOT accepted by IRG, KR will 

withdraw SN 08272.

255 08293 KA-KC05956
Too cursive to 

identify as "火"

KR will withdraw SN 08293.

(Note. This glyph is an error of “梟”.)

256 08319 KA-KC05960

Insufficiently inked, 

hard to determine 

卵/卯.

This glyph is a variant of “㲉”. 

Therefore, the left component is NOT "卯", 

but “卵”.

257 08327 KA-KC05963 Not "牛" but "生"?

The upper left component is NOT "生" but "牛". 

As shown below, “丿” is the first stroke of 

“鳥”.

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
withdraw, poor evidence

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
accept. but there is error 鱼 in evidence.

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
withdraw

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
withdraw
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258 08349 KA-KC05970

The most right dot 

of "梁" might be 

missing in the 

evidence.

KR will change component “梁" as "

(U+09FC4)".

259 08363 KA-KC06952

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

Used for a personal name.

260 08385 KA-KC07184

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

KR could not find a higher-quality evidence. 

If this evidence is NOT accepted by IRG, KR will 

withdraw SN 

261 08399 KA-KC05974
Does not look like 

"宛". KR will change component "宛" to " ".

262 08401 KA-KC05975

Too unclear 

evidence to 

identify all 

component (麥 
could be found).

KR will change the right component to 

.

263 08402 KA-KC05976 The evidence file is KR will change the glyph as shown below:

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
withdraw
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provided with 

wrong name 

(KA-KC05976.jpg 

seems to be the 

evidence for 

proposed glyph 

KA-KC07185)

 --> 

Correct JPG files are shown below:

KA-KC05976.jpg

KA-KC07185.jpg

264 08411 KA-KC07185

The evidence file is 

provided with 

wrong name 

(KA-KC07185.jpg 

seems to be the 

evidence for 

proposed glyph 

KA-KC05976)

Correct JPG files are shown below:

KA-KC05976.jpg

KA-KC07185.jpg

265 08424 KA-KC06960
Maybe cognate 

with (U+21540).

This glyph is a variant of “” where “士” 

be changed to “十”.

Therefore, KR did not normalize the character  to 

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
postpone
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“”.

266 08425 KA-KC06961

Too bold and short 

strokes, hard to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

KR will withdraw SN 08425.

(Note. This glyph is an error of “黔”.)

267 08443 KA-KC06964

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

268 08446 KA-KC07187

Too bold and short 

strokes, hard to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

A higher-quality evidence with surrounding text 

is shown below:

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
withdraw

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
postpone for 目 vs 日
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269 08449 KA-KC07189

Too bold and short 

strokes, hard to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

This glyph is a variant of “鼖”. 

270 08450 KA-KC06966

Too unclear to 

identify the glyph 

shape.

KR will withdraw SN 08450.

(Note. This glyph is an error of “鼷”.)

271 08452 KA-KC06967 Not "鼠" but "䑕".

According to 《干祿字書》, “䑕” can be 

normalized to "鼠".

Therefore, 䑕” was normalized to "鼠".

272 08453 KA-KC04769 Not "鼠" but "䑕".

According to 《干祿字書》, “䑕” can be 

normalized to "鼠".

Therefore, 䑕” was normalized to "鼠".

273 08481 KA-KC04779

Too noisy to 

identify the glyph 

shape.
KR will unify this char with “鑡 (U+09461)”

274 08504 KA-KC07191

The right 

component of "龍" 

is intentionally 

normalized?

According to 《干祿字書》, “ ” and 

“ ” can be normalized to "龍".

Therefore, the right component was normalized 

to "龍".

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
withdraw, resubmit, un-unifiable change of font vs glyph

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
withdraw, poor evidence

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
postpone, need evidence of normalization

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
postpone, need evidence of normalization

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
postpone, poor evidence, see page 57,
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//// Three responses were changed: New responses are in a blue background.
   (This and following pages were added on 2014.11.08. and 11.10)

No.
CJK_F2 

No.
K Source

Glyph

Image

Source

Image
Comment(JP) KR Response

11

4
05917 KA-KC06664

Too low resolution to 

find the proposed 

glyph.

KR will withdraw SN 05917.

=> Change Radical to 斤 Pound (KXI 

069.0)

158 06706 KA-KC07134 Not "巛" but "少"?

The component is NOT "少", but "巛". 

Its meaning is the kind of cloth.  

The glyph is related to “緇”.

KR will change component “甾” (a circled 

component in ) to “畄”.

-->

No glyph change.

The component is NOT "少", but "巛". 

Its meaning is the kind of cloth.  

The glyph is related to “緇”.

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
postpone, poor evidence
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No.
CJK_F2 

No.
K Source

Glyph

Image

Source

Image
Comment(JP) KR Response

27

3
08481 KA-KC04779

Too noisy to identify 

the glyph shape.

KR will unify this char with “鑡 (U+09461)”

=>This glyph is a variant of “鑿(U+947F)” 

and different from “鑡(U+9461)”. 

  Therefore, KR suggests to keep this glyph.

a) A higher-quality evidence of SN 08481 with 

surrounding text is shown below:

b) If you compare the images above and 

below, you will notice that SN 08481 is a variant 

of “鑿(U+947F)”.

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
postpone, unclear evidence
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ISO/IEC JTC1/SC2/WG2/IRG N2018_KR_Resp3B

Doc. #: Korea JTC1/SC2 K2251_46B

_______________________________________________________________________

Korea JTC1/SC2, Committee on Character Codes

_______________________________________________________________________

Authors: SHIN Sanghyun; CHO Sungduk; KIM Kyongsok

Date: 2014.11.03.

Status: National Body Position, Rep. of KOREA

Subject: Resubmission of 16 chars postponed from ExtF1 to ExtF2

1. Background

  - 72 KR Hanaja chars were postponed from CJKU ExtF1.

  - Out of 72 KR Hanaja chars, 50 characters are resubmitted for 

possible inclusion in ExtF2.

 

  - Relevant documents:

    IRG N2017draft_CJK_F1v3.0&F2v2.0.xls, 

    IRG N2017draftCJKF1v3_0.pdf, 

    IRG N2017CJKF1v3Confirmed.xls, 

    IRG N2017CJKF1v3Confirmed.pdf
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2.  A list of 50 characters

No CJK_F K Source Glyph
Discussion 

Record
Explanation

01 00160 KA-KC05987 ⇨

delayed for more 
clear evidence, 
evidence 
(IRGN1978) not 
accepted, irg41.

‣ Source : 韓國學中央硏究院 所藏, 戶口單子. 
‣ Evidence : KA-KC05987_01.jpg

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
No. Evidence cursive writing not accepted. Besides, font change is un-unifiable.
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‣ Source : 韓國學中央硏究院 所藏, 戶口單子. 
‣ Evidence : KA-KC05987_02.jpg

02 00225 KA-KC04796

postponed for 
unification with 
00234, delayed for 
more clear evidence, 
evidence 
(IRGN1978) not 
accepted, irg41.

‣ Source : 成均館大學校 尊經閣 韓國經學資料 System 所
藏, 韓國經學資料集成 83冊, 《詩經講義續集》 

‣ Evidence : KA-KC04796.jpg
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03 00234 KA-KC05994

postponed for 
unification with 
00225, irg41.

‣ Source : 韓國古典飜譯院 刊行, 韓國經文集叢刊 258輯, 
《靑莊館全書》 

‣ Evidence : KA-KC05994.jpg

04 00269 KA-KC06002 ⇨

delayed for more 
clear evidence (k), 
evidence 
(IRGN1978) not 
accepted, irg41.

‣ Source : 全北大學校 博物館 所藏 古文書 

‣ Evidence : KA-KC06002.jpg

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
implement it with IVS, also 00225

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
NO, cursive form.
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05 00313 KA-KC06017 ⇨

delayed for more 
clear evidence, 
evidence 
(IRGN1978) not 
accepted, irg41.

‣ Source : 韓國國學振興院 所藏 古文書

‣ Evidence : KA-KC06017.jpg

“ ” is variant of “置”, therefore “ ” is variant of “値”.
ex)

  
‣ Source : 韓國古典飜譯院 《韓國文集叢刊》續080輯  

《豹菴稿》341上面

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
Yes
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‣ Source : 韓國古典飜譯院《韓國文集叢刊》040輯  《高

峯集》004上面

06 00432 KA-KC04834

postponed for 
radical study, font 
modified, irg40.

‣ Source : 韓國學中央硏究院 所藏, 《公車類覽》

‣ Evidence : KA-KC04834.jpg

07 00785 KA-KC06054

deleyed for more 
clear evidence (k), 
evidence 
(IRGN1978) not 
accepted, irg41. 
sc11, irg40.

Person name.

‣ Source : 成均館大學校 尊經閣 韓國族譜資料 System, 
《鳳城琴氏族譜》

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
Yes, radical 火

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
yes
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‣ Evidence : KA-KC06054.jpg

08 00949 KA-KC06069

delayed for more 
clear evidence, 
evidence 
(IRGN1978) not 
accepted, irg41.

‣ Source : 韓國學中央硏究院 所藏, 《遊金剛山錄》 28b
‣ Evidence : KA-KC06069.jpg

09 00962 KA-KC06070

delayed for more 
clear evidence, 
evidence 
(IRGN1978) not 
accepted, irg41.

‣ Source : 韓國學中央硏究院 所藏, 《亭榭》 62a
‣ Evidence : KA-KC06070.jpg

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
yes

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
yes
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10 01039 KA-KC06083 ⇨

deleyed for glyph 
compring to 
evidence, evidence 
(IRGN1978) not 
accepted, new font 
proposed by ROK, 
irg41.

‣ person name
‣ Source : 韓國學中央硏究院 所藏, 《伊川邑誌》 

‣ Evidence : KA-KC06083.jpg

11 01149 KA-KC04895

delayed for more 
clear evidence, 
evidence 
(IRGN1978) not 
accepted, irg41.

‣ Source : 慶尙大學校 文泉閣 所藏, 《漁隱先生文集》 

‣ Evidence : KA-KC04895.jpg

12 01439 KA-KC04908

delayed for more 
clear evidence, 
evidence 
(IRGN1978) not 
accepted, sc 
confirmed to follow 
pnp, irg41.

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
Yes, refine the modified font with better left component.

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
yes

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
yes
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‣ Source : 韓國古典飜譯院 《韓國文集叢刊》231,  《石

北集》外集 509上面

‣ Evidence : KA-KC04908.jpg

13 01448 KA-KC00611

delayed for more 
clear evidence, 
evidence 
(IRGN1978) not 
accepted, irg41.

See 《干祿字書》, “ ” and “ ” can be 

normalized to “切”.

 
‣ Source : 韓國學中央硏究院 所藏, 《寒臯觀外史》v56 
18a면
‣ Evidence :KA-KC00611.jpg

14 01865 KA-KC07003

delayed for more 
clear evidence (k), 
evidence 
(IRGN1978) not 
accepted, irg41. ‣ Source : 《朝鮮總督府官報》第708號(1914年 12月 11

日)
‣ Evidence : KA-KC07003.jpg

15 01920 KA-KC04980

postponed for 
unification with 
01923, evidence 
(IRGN1978) 
accepted, new font 
proposed by ROK, 
irg41. 
01257/G_Z099140
3 has same issue. 

This glyph is variant of “察”. 

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
yes, but need correct the most right component to 力

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
yes

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
get back 01920 (K) and unify it to 01923 (SAT)
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Irg41.

‣ Source : 韓國古典飜譯院 《韓國文集叢刊》234輯, 
《艮翁集》 202쪽 下面

‣ Evidence : KA-KC04980_01.jpg

See another evidence.

‣ Source : 韓國古典飜譯院 《韓國文集叢刊》301輯, 
《成齋集》 384쪽 上面

‣ Evidence : KA-KC04980_02.jpg

16 02115 KA-KC01007

delayed for more 
clear evidence, 
evidence 
(IRGN1978) not 
accepted, irg41.

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
yes
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‣ Source : 韓國古典飜譯院 《韓國文集叢刊》178輯, 
《息山集》 p. 449 上面

‣ Evidence : KA-KC01007_01.jpg

See another evidence.

‣ Source : 韓國古典飜譯院 《韓國文集叢刊》327輯, 
《后山集》 page 327 上面

‣ Evidence : KA-KC01007_02.jpg

17 02139 KA-KC05023

delayed for more 
clear evidence, 
evidence 
(IRGN1978) not 
accepted, irg41.

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
yes
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‣ Source : 韓國學中央硏究院 所藏, 《武科榜目》 孝宗 3 
壬辰武科

‣ Evidence : KA-KC05023.jpg

18 02151 KA-KC01057

delayed for more 
clear evidence (k), 
evidence 
(IRGN1978) not 
accepted, irg41.

‣ Source : 韓國學中央硏究院 所藏, 《挹白堂記》 

‣ Evidence : KA-KC01057.jpg

19 02153 KA-KC05026

Moved out for shape 
changing, font 
modified, see 
IRGN1979 ROK 
response, irg42. 
evidence accepted 
(k), irg41. sc 
confirmed to follow 
pnp, irg41.

‣ Source : 慶尙大學校 文泉閣 所藏, 《晦峯先生遺書》 64
면

‣ Evidence : KA-KC05026.jpg

See IWDS UCV No.293.

20 02169 KA-KC06205

delayed for more 
clear evidence (k), 
irg41. new font (k), 
irg41.

Person name.

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
postpone for more clear evidence

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
yes

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
yes
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‣ Source : 成均館大學校 尊經閣 韓國族譜資料시스템, 

《義城金氏族譜》 53면
‣ Evidence : KA-KC06205.jpg

21 02241 KA-KC06218

delayed for more 
clear evidence, 
evidence 
(IRGN1978) not 
accepted, irg41. sc9, 
irg40.

‣ Source : 全北大學校 博物館 所藏

‣ Evidence : KA-KC06218.jpg

22 02335 KA-KC06229

delayed for more 
clear evidence, 
evidence 
(IRGN1978) not 
accepted, irg41.

Person name.

‣ Source : 成均館大學校 尊經閣 韓國族譜資料  System, 

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
yes

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
yes
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《義城金氏世譜》 page 36
‣ Evidence : KA-KC06229.jpg

23 02669 KA-KC06266 ⇨

delayed for more 
clear evidence (k), 
new font 
(IRGN1978) 
proposed, 
unification between 
glyph and evidence 
questioned, irg41.

‣ Source : 韓國古典飜譯院 《韓國文集叢刊》257輯, 
《靑莊館全書》 page 539 上面

‣ Evidence : KA-KC06229.jpg

24 02683 KA-KC07026

delayed for more 
clear evidence (k), 
evidence 
(IRGN1978) not 
accepted, irg41.

‣ Source : 《朝鮮總督府官報》第3555號(1938年 11月 24
日)
‣ Evidence : KA-KC07026.jpg

25 02961 KA-KC06300 ⇨

delayed for more 
clear evidence (k), 
evidence 
(IRGN1978) not 
accepted, irg41. 
sc13, fs3, irg40.

This glyph is variant of “搛”.

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
resubmit in future extension

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
No, need more clear evidence

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
resubmit it in future extension, because of un-unifiable change of font.
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‣ Source : 韓國學中央硏究院 所藏, 《明史紀略》(1636年)
‣ Evidence : KA-KC06300.jpg

26 02990 KA-KC06303 ⇨

delayed for more 
clear evidence (k), 
evidence 
(IRGN1978) not 
accepted, irg41.

This glyph is variant of “ ”.

 
‣ Source : 國立中央圖書館 所藏, 《內則集釋》 21面
‣ Evidence : KA-KC06303.jpg

27 03054 KA-KC07032
postponed unifying 
03053, irg40.

‣ Source : 韓國古典飜譯院 《韓國文集叢刊》279輯, 
《硏經齋全集》 85쪽 上面

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
No. resubmit it in future extension because of un-unifiable change of fonts

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
Pending for unification of 03054 (K) vs 03053 (SAT)
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‣ Evidence : KA-KC07032.jpg

28 03058 KA-KC06313 ⇨

postponed for 
radical 土, irg41. 
evidence accepted 
(k), irg41.

 
‣ Source : 韓國學中央硏究院 所藏, 《水原郡邑誌》

‣ Evidence : KA-KC06313.jpg

29 03124 KA-KC05142

delayed for glyph 
comparing evidence 
(k), evidence 
(IRGN1978) not 
accepted, irg41.

‣ Source : 韓國古典飜譯院 《韓國文集叢刊》續41輯> 
《松坡集》 336面
‣ Evidence : KA-KC05142.jpg

30 03140 KA-KC05143

delayed for more 
clear evidence, 
evidence 
(IRGN1978) not 
accepted, irg41.

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
No. Resubmit it with changed font and radical 土.

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
yes

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
yes
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‣ Source : 韓國古典飜譯院 《韓國文集叢刊》260輯,
《下廬集》 508下面

‣ Evidence : KA-KC05143.jpg

31 03305 KA-KC06335

delayed for more 
clear evidence, 
evidence 
(IRGN1978) not 
accepted, irg41.

‣ Source : 東國大學校 中央圖書館 所藏,《天鏡集》

‣ Evidence : KA-KC06335.jpg

32 03317 KA-KC05176 ⇨

delayed for more 
unifiable evidence 
(k), irg41. new font 
(k), irg41. sc 14 
confirmed to follow 
pnp, irg41. SC 14, 熙 

14,see U+7199, 
irg40

‣ Source : 慶尙大學校 文泉覺 所藏,《存養齋先生文集》

‣ Evidence : KA-KC06335.jpg

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
yes

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
yes
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33 03327 KA-KC06337

delayed for more 
clear evidence (k), 
evidence 
(IRGN1978) not 
accepted, irg41.

‣ Source : 서울大學校 奎章閣 韓國學硏究院, 宮內詔存案

第九冊 ｢判府事洪淳穆製進｣ 13張 前

‣ Evidence : KA-KC06337.jpg

34 03344 KA-KC07038

delayed for more 
clear evidence, 
evidence 
(IRGN1978) not 
accepted, irg41.

‣ Source : 東學農民革命參與者名譽回復審議委員會, 
《東學農民戰爭 史料叢書》

‣ Evidence : KA-KC07038.jpg

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
yes

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
yes
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35 03462 KA-KC07044

G character kept, K 
character delayed 
for more clear 
evidence, evidence 
(IRGN1978) not 
accepted, irg41. 
unify 03468, irg40.

‣ Source : 朝鮮總督府 官報, 1940.04.10.
‣ Evidence : KA-KC07044.jpg

36 03539 KA-KC06362

delayed for more 
clear evidence (k), 
evidence 
(IRGN1978) not 
accepted, irg41. 
sc12, irg40.

‣ Source : 韓國學中央硏究院 所藏, 《江城君事實錄》

v01
‣ Evidence : KA-KC06362.jpg

37 03621 KA-KC07047

delayed for more 
clear evidence (k), 
evidence 
(IRGN1978) not 
accepted, irg41.

This glyph is variant of “槻”.

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
Yes, pay attention to keep it together with G character.

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
yes

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
yes
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‣ Source : 朝鮮總督府 官報, 1913.06.05.
‣ Evidence : KA-KC07044.jpg

38 03647 KA-KC06378

delayed for more 
clear evidence (k), 
evidence 
(IRGN1978) not 
accepted, irg41.

‣ Source : 東國大學校 中央圖書館 所藏,《雪巖雜著》

‣ Evidence : KA-KC06378.jpg

39 03648 KA-KC06377

delayed for more 
clear evidence (k), 
evidence 
(IRGN1978) not 
accepted, irg41.

‣ Source : 成均館大學校 尊經閣 所藏,《義城金氏世譜》

‣ Evidence : KA-KC06377.jpg

40 03663 KA-KC06379
postponed unifying 
06415, irg40.

Transliteration of Sanskrit.

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
yes. add unification example of 倉 vs 人君

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
No. need more clear evidence.

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
pending for Unification of 03663 (K) vs 06415 (SAT)
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‣ Source : 東國大學校 中央圖書館 所藏,《作法龜鑑 上》

‣ Evidence : KA-KC06379.jpg

41 03684 KA-KC07050

delayed for more 
clear evidence, 
evidence 
(IRGN1978) not 
accepted, irg41.

‣ Source : 韓國古典飜譯院 《韓國文集叢刊》287輯,
《碩齋稿》 204面上

‣ Evidence : KA-KC07050.jpg

42 03698 KA-KC06383

delayed for more 
clear evidence, 
evidence 
(IRGN1978) not 
accepted, irg41.

‣ Source : 東國大學校 中央圖書館 所藏,《東師列傳 三》

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
yes

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
yes
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‣ Evidence : KA-KC06383.jpg

43 04122 KA-KC02108

delayed for more 
clear evidence, 
evidence 
(IRGN1978) not 
accepted, irg41. 
sc10, fs3, irg40.

 
‣ Source : Seoul 大學校 奎章閣 韓國學硏究院, 公車文23
冊 ｢判府事洪淳穆製進｣ 70張 前

‣ Evidence : KA-KC02108.jpg
※ Compare the shape of 冖 with 安 char within a circle (〇)

44 04144 KA-KC05277

delayed for more 
clear evidence, 
evidence 
(IRGN1978) not 
accepted, irg41.

 
‣ Source : 韓國古典飜譯院 《韓國文集叢刊》194, 《陶

菴集》 384a
‣ Evidence : KA-KC05277.jpg

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
yes

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
yes
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45 04189 KA-KC06448 ⇨

delayed for more 
clear evidence (k), 
evidence not 
accepted (k), new 
font needs to be 
re-submitted, irg41. 
sc16, irg40.

‣ Source : Seoul 大學校 奎章閣 韓國學硏究院,, 《敎書抄》

‣ Evidence : KA-KC06448.jpg

46 04324 KA-KC06463

delayed for more 
clear evidence, 
evidence 
(IRGN1978) not 
accepted, irg41.

‣ Source : 成均館大學校 尊經閣 韓國族譜資料 System, 
《義城金氏世譜》 卷四 45面 back.
‣ Evidence : KA-KC06463.jpg

47 04337 KA-KC06470

delayed for more 
clear evidence (k), 
evidence 
(IRGN1978) not 
accepted, irg41. sc 
changed to 12, irg41. ‣ Source : 成均館大學校 尊經閣 韓國族譜資料시스템, 

《義城金氏世譜》 卷四 15面 後.
‣ Evidence : KA-KC06470.jpg

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
NO. resubmit it in future extension, because of un-unifiable change of fonts

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
yes

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
yes
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48 04384 KA-KC07068

delayed for more 
clear evidence (k), 
evidence 
(IRGN1978) not 
accepted, irg41.

‣ Source : 韓國古典飜譯院 《韓國文集叢刊》276,  《硏

經齋全集》 342a.
‣ Evidence : KA-KC07068.jpg

49 04424 KA-KC05351 ⇨

delayed for glyph 
comparing evidence 
(k), evidence 
(IRGN1978) not 
accepted, new font 
needs to be 
resubmitted, irg41.

 

‣ Source : Seoul 大學校 奎章閣 韓國學硏究院 所藏, 《純

祖實錄》 純祖 2卷 19b.
‣ Evidence : KA-KC05351.jpg

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
No. need more clear evidence.

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
No. Resubmit it in future extension, because of un-unifiable change of fonts.
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50 05202 KA-KC06578

J character kept, K 
character delayed 
for more clear 
evidence, evidence 
(IRGN1978) not 
accepted, irg41. 
unify 05196, irg40.

‣ Source : 韓國學中央硏究院 所藏, 《玉堂案》 26b.
‣ Evidence : KA-KC06578.jpg

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
Yes. Together with J character.
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ISO/IEC JTC1/SC2/WG2/IRG N2018_KR_Resp4

Doc. #: Korea JTC1/SC2 K2251_47

_______________________________________________________________________

Korea JTC1/SC2, Committee on Character Codes

_______________________________________________________________________

Authors: SHIN Sanghyun; CHO Sungduk; KIM Kyongsok

Date: 2014.11.02.

Status: National Body Position, Rep. of KOREA

Subject: Resubmission of 16 chars withdrawn from ExtF1 to ExtF2

1. Background

  - 32 KR Hanaja chars were withdrawn from CJKU ExtF1.

  - Out of 32 KR Hanaja chars, 16 characters are resubmitted for 

possible inclusion in ExtF2.

 

  - Relevant documents:

    IRG N2017draft_CJK_F1v3.0&F2v2.0.xls, 

    IRG N2017draftCJKF1v3_0.pdf, 

    IRG N2017CJKF1v3Confirmed.xls, 

    IRG N2017CJKF1v3Confirmed.pdf
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2. A list of 16 characters

No
CJK_Fv

1.0 No.
K Source Glyph

Disscusion 

Record
Evidence

01 00392 KA-KC06974
withdrawn, 
irg41.

Used for a personal name.

‣ Evidence : KA-KC06974.jpg
‣ 出處 : 朝鮮總督府 官報

02 00425 KA-KC06027
withdrawn, 
irg41.

‣ Evidence : KA-KC06027.jpg
‣ 出處 : 成均館大學校 尊經閣 所藏,《鳳城琴氏

族譜》

03 00611 KA-KC04849
Withdrawn, see 
IRGN1978 after 
irg41.

‣ Evidence : KA-KC04849.jpg

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
yes

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
yes

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
yes
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‣ 出處 : 慶尙大學校 文泉閣 所藏,《宜庵集》 

04 00702 KA-KC06979
withdrawn, 
irg41.

‣ Evidence : KA-KC06979.jpg
‣ 出處 : 韓國古典飜譯院 刊行, 《韓國文集叢刊》

276輯,《硏經齋全集》

05 01254 KA-KC00524 ⇨
Withdrawn, see 
IRGN1978 after 
irg41.

‣ Evidence : KA-KC00524.jpg
‣ 出處 : 韓國學中央硏究院 所藏,《規範》

06 01487 KA-KC06989
withdrawn, 
irg41.

Used for a personal name.

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
yes

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
Postpone for font disign.

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
yes
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‣ Evidence : KA-KC06989.jpg
‣ 出處 : 朝鮮總督府 官報

07 01488 KA-KC06990
withdrawn, 
irg41.

Used for a personal name.

‣ Evidence : KA-KC06990.jpg
‣ 出處 : 朝鮮總督府 官報

08 01620 KA-KC00798
withdrawn, 
irg41.

Used for a personal name.

‣ Evidence : KA-KC00798.jpg
‣ 出處 : 韓國學中央硏究院 所藏,《日記野史》

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
yes

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
yes
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09 02445 KA-KC05061
withdrawn, 
irg41.

This glyph is a variant of “泛”.

‣ Evidence : KA-KC05061.jpg
‣ 出處 : 韓國學中央硏究院 所藏,《紫橋小藏》

10 02525 KA-KC06247
withdrawn, 
irg41.

This glyph is variant of “悖”.

‣ Evidence : KA-KC06247.jpg
‣ 出處 : 韓國學中央硏究院 所藏,《國朝編年》

v19

11 02695 KA-KC05100
withdrawn, 
irg41.

This glyph is a variant of “慙”.

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
yes

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
yes

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
yes
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‣ Evidence : KA-KC05100.jpg
‣ 出處 : 韓國學中央硏究院 所藏,《東宮日錄》

12 02783 KA-KC05113
withdrawn, 
irg41.

This glyph is a variant of “斿”.

‣ Evidence : KA-KC05113.jpg
‣ 出處 : 韓國學中央硏究院 所藏,《瑚南節義錄》 

13 03268 KA-KC06329
withdrawn, 
irg41.

Used for a personal name.

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
Postpone. Left component is not 手，Unified to 65BF.

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
yes
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‣ Evidence : KA-KC06329.jpg
‣ 出處 : 成均館大學校 尊經閣 所藏,《義城金氏

世譜》

14 03964 KA-KC07054
withdrawn, 
irg41.

Used for a personal name.

‣ Evidence : KA-KC07054.jpg
‣ 出處 : 朝鮮總督府 官報

15 04117 KA-KC07058
withdrawn, 
irg41.

Used for a personal name.

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
yes

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
yes
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* * *

‣ Evidence : KA-KC07058.jpg
‣ 出處 : 朝鮮總督府 官報

16 04123 KA-KC05275
Withdrawn, see 
IRGN1978 after 
irg41.

This glyph is a variant of “(U+23F64).” 
Used for a personal name. 

According to《干祿字書》, “ ” is a variant of 

“ ”.

‣ Evidence : KA-KC05275.jpg
‣ 出處 : 韓國學中央硏究院 所藏,《文科榜目》

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
yes



4541 not unify 

 

CY0651 evidence:  

  from  臨川集 

In the Chinese ancient books,  己  and  已  aredifficult todistinguish. but  巳  is different from 己 
and  已. 

 



 

 

4784 not unify 

 

 
囟  means Forehead.囱/囪  means window. 

CY2324 evidence:  

But   from Ci Yuan(辭源) is a wrong shape. 

The original source of    isShuo Wen JieZi（說文解字）: 𤴙�



5989 not unify 

 

is  易.   is used as  賜. 
 

6200 unify 

 

CY3027 evidence:  

The different versions ofHuai Nan Zi(淮南子):  𦯶（earlier）、 莔、 （wrong） 

 
 

6835 not unify 

 



 
Unify to Z_SAT00096，not unify to 279AC 

  is a wrong shape of  巩. 
 

7659 unify 

 
 

4749 agree        SC=9 

 

 

 

7944 disagree        SC=16 

 

 

 
 
 



Reply JapanSAT‐Evidence 

04664 G_CY2594 

Not found in 

the evidence 

file. 

postpone 

07944 

 

G_GFC066 

Request for 

evidence of 

actual usage 

per IRG P&P 

2.2.3c 

Simplification by analogy 

08006 

 

G_GFC070 

Request for 

evidence of 

actual usage 

per IRG P&P 

2.2.3c 

Simplification by analogy 

06104 
 

G_PGLG3047 

The right 

component of 

proposed 

glyph does not 

look like "六".

“六” 

08284 
 

G_PGLG4004 

The left 

component is 

too cursive to 

identify as "魚

". 

 
The left component changes to "魚". 

06908 

 

G_XHZ044 

Not found in 

the evidence 

file. Request 

for evidence 

of actual 

usage per IRG 

P&P 2.2.3c 

208 

07017 

 

G_XHZ047 

Not found in 

the evidence 

file. change to ⿱宗贝 

08005 
 

G_XHZ069 

Request for 

evidence of 

actual usage 

per IRG P&P 

2.2.3c 

Simplification 

08143  

Request for 

evidence of 

Simplification 

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
postpone

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
postpone

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
china will refine the font

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
pending for offline discussion

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
postpone, for evidence of actual use 

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
withdrawn, resubmit in future, un-unifiable change of font 

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
postpone

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
postpone



G_XHZ075 actual usage 

per IRG P&P 

2.2.3c 

08144 

 

G_XHZ076 

Request for 

evidence of 

actual usage 

per IRG P&P 

2.2.3c 

Simplification 

08146 
 

G_XHZ078 

The glyph 

design of the 

right 

component is 

different from 

the evidence. 

The evidence 

is similar to 

common G 

shape, but 

proposed 

glyph is 

different. 

The right component changes to "

尨". 

08147 

 

G_XHZ079 

The glyph 

design of the "

儿" 

component is 

different from 

the evidence. 

The evidence 

is similar to 

common G 

shape "八" 

but proposed 

glyph is 

different. 

The right component changes to "

㚇". 

07244 
 

G_Z0581206 

The contrast 

of the length 

of 3 horizontal 

strokes is 

different from 

the evidence. 

It is intended?

 change to "三". 

07259 

 

G_Z0872201 

The evidence 

looks like "兄" 

but the 

 change to "兄". 

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
postpone



proposed 

glyph is not. 

The proposed 

glyph is 

preferred 

glyph shape? 

05649 
 

G_Z1241201 

The right 

component 

shape is 

different 

between the 

evidence and 

the proposed 

glyph 

Change to  

07074 

 

G_Z1252506 

The head is 

similar to "発

", not "祭". 

Change to  

04777 

 

G_Z1541407 

The middle 

component is 

hard to 

identify as "土

" 

 

 means block/piece, so the right 

componentmust be 塊 

06478 
 

G_Z1642303 

Not "巟" but 

"㐬". 

 the component is 㐬 

but the 

meaning is 荒(巟) 

06026 

 

G_Z3441301 

Not "丑" but 

"丒" 

  is a variant of  丑. 

𩑧 䂇𢬻 

06613 

 

G_Z3672104 

Not "罒" but 

"皿" 

 The right component changes to 

"皿". 

06476 

 

G_Z3702404 

Not "采" but 

"釆" 

 looks like 釆. 

But 釆 has no meaning in this character.



08302 
 

G_Z4252401 

The left 

component "

六" might be 

too small. 

agree 

06989 

 

G_Z4301501 

The right 

component is 

different 

between the 

evidence and 

proposed 

glyph. 

Change  to  

05765 

 

G_ZJW01936 

The evidence 

lacks the 

printed-form 

Sung or 

Mingtitypeface

Change the evidence 

07764 
 

G_ZJW01937 

The evidence 

lacks the 

printed-form 

Sung or Mingti 

typeface 

Change the evidence 

07399 
 

G_ZJW01940 

The left 

middle "口" is 

missing in 

proposed 

glyph. 

Change the evidence 

The book with the evidenceis published in 

Taiwan, so the  is written as 

. 

08433 
 

G_ZJW01950 

The upper left 

"口" is 

missing in 

evidence 

New mark in the evidence 

08177 
 

G_ZJW01953 

The left 

components 

of the 

evidence and 

proposed 

glyph might 

not be 

unifiable. If 

unifiable, it 

should be 

added to UCV.

Change the evidence, and change the 

glyphto . 

07751  

Different from 

evidence change the glyph to  

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
china keeps the current font

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
postpone for more evidence

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
postpone for more evidence, or resubmit if font changed

chenzhuang
Sticky Note
postpone for more evidence, or resubmit if font changed



G_ZJW01954 

07365 
 

G_ZJW01959 

The evidence 

lacks the 

printed-form 

Sung or Mingti 

typeface 

Change the evidence 

07368 
 

G_ZJW01960 

The evidence 

lacks the 

printed-form 

Sung or Mingti 

typeface 

New mark in the evidence 

07340 

 

G_ZJW01965 

"壬" is 

missing in 

evidence. 

Change the evidence 

 in  is 2123C𡈼, not 58EC 壬.

Our old standardis not distinguish 

between 2123C𡈼 and 58EC 壬. So the 

evidence uses 58EC壬 but not 2123C𡈼.

For example:  
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